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High School Plan
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A joint meeting of the Union
and Warren school hoards was

held Friday night at the Warren
Grade School. Information was ex
changed on secondary school
problems.
No action was taken as the
Warren School Committee and
Warren Budget Committee are on
record as endorsing the Georges
Valley Area H ph School.
The Warren Parent-Teacher As
sociation has also endorsed the
Georges Valley School District
plan.
The Georges Valley District
would set up an area high school
for Warren, Thomaston. Friend- ■
ship and Cushing.
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Flames swept through the converted summer cottage ot Samuel Glover in a lew minutes Saturday
morning to reduce it to ruins. Owls Head firemen saved the nearby cottage of Dr. Robert Allen which
caught fire from (the intense blaze at Glover’s.
Photo o> Cunei 1
A two-story summer home at
Glover said he was working on
Besides the wall of the Allen
Crescent Beach burned to the a water pipe installation in a home, recently purchased by the
ground Saturday morning with an small pump room in the cellar of Rockport resident, fire penetrat
estimated $14,000 loss to its owner the home when the fire started. ed the roof section and floor sec
while Owls Head and Rockland He told firemen that he was using tions inside the house. Some fur
firemen fought successfully to a blow torch when hc placed the niture was reported damaged.
save an adjoining two-story cot torch down for a second. Suddenly
Firemen, in an effort to control
a flash occurred as though fumes the flames, placed portable pumps
tage
The building destroyed by fire in the room had caught fire, fill- on the beach using the salt water.
was the property of Samuel Glover ing the small room with the flash At one point it was necessary to
of Shell street. Owls Head, who flames.
| move a pump out into deeper
estimated that along with the
Glover, whose hair and eye- i water to strengthen the stream of
building,
valued at $10,000, about brows were singed, raced out the ! water and the pump was placed in
$2000 in
furniture and personal door of the room and upstairs. He | a dory and taken out with a line
property
was lost.
called the Rockland operator who ' running to the burning structure.
The structure next door, within
alerted firemen.
! The Glover home was the fora few feet of the Glover home.
The house was ablaze in a mat- ,mer Elia Grimes cottage and conis the property of Dr. Robert Al- ter of minutes, making it impos- i tained six rooms.
len of Rockport. Firemen saved sible for Glover or the firemen | Owls Head FireChief
Ear!
this building after the wall near- to save any furnishings,
Montgomery and his volunteer
est the burning Glover home was
He was repairing the house in crew worked with the town pump
completely afire.
preparation for his moving in that er which was driven to the water's
Samuel Glover was the only oc- evening with his family. He re- pdpp to pump, and a portable
cupant of the destroyed home cently furnished the house for year pumping unit. Rockland sent two
when the fire started.
Nobody around living. He has owned the tank trucks to assist in fighting
occupied the Allen cottage.
building for eight years.
the blaze.

FEDERAL RESERVE CREDITS LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT GROUPS FOR
GROWTH OF NEW ENGLAND
Credit for much of New Eng been so minutely scrutinized, thc
land's
industrial
revitalization report says.
These studies of the region's
since the 1930's is given to the re
economy
resulted in the formagion's numerous private and offi
tion of dozens of community, state
cial economic development agen
and regional organizations, both
cies in the just -published annual private and governmental, which
report of the Federal Reserve . planned und carried out industrial
Bank of Boston.
I diversification and redevelopment
"Out of the work of these or , programs.
ganizations and the decisions of in
As to results, the report em
dividual businessmen. New Eng
phasizes the following facts:
land's industrial climate has been
“Between 1919 and 1939 the
greatly improved, manufacturing
number of New England manufac
operations and employment have i
turing firms decreased by 18 per
been sharply increased, and pro- 1
cent, and the number of manufac
ductlon diversified both in nature
turing workers decreased by 26
of output and in geographical lo- j
per cent.
cation." the Bank’s report states, i
As to thc past year, the Bank j “In sharp contrast, between
reports, "During 1955 the New 1939 and 1953 the number of firms
England people earned more, increased by 48 per cent, and the
spent more, and saved more than number of workers increased by
ever before in history. Both the 35 per cent.’’
region’s per capita income and
per capita liquid savings continue
to exceed those of the nation.
“To this success thc region’s in
dustrial
development
agencies
contributed
significantly.’’
the
Bank believes.
Describing New England’s early
industrial growth and the diffl- .
culties brought about by the de- I
cline of the texetile industy after
World War I. the Bank points out
that the trials of the 1920’s and
'30’s "galvanized New Englanders
into vigorous and effective ac
tion.”
Research agencies appraised
past
performances,
drew
up
trends, evaluated tho interplay of
industrial forces, codified prob
lems and indicated activities look
ing to their solution. "Never be
fore has a region's economic life

Especially significant in New
England’s
re-development,
the
the Bank says, are the research
based industries which put the
electron to work and are antici
pating the needs of the atomic
age.
Examining the role played by
the development credit corporations in the region's revitalization
the Bank reports that by the end
of 1955 these organizations had re
ceived 623 formal loan applica
tions and approved Ioans totaling
nearly $11 million.
Pointing out that the influence
of the funds available to these de
velopment
credit
corporations
multiplies several times.
the
Bank comments, "The availability
of funds from these organizations
is often thc necessary key to the
useful employment of other funds

Rockland High School

TOURNAMENT TICKETS

Will Go On Sale Tuesday, Feb. 28

The General Public May Start Purchasing Tickets
At 1.30 t'ntll the Tlchets Have To Be Returned

Worker Hurt In
Algin Corp. Plant

Treated Sunday night at the
Knox County General Hospital
was Guy Simpson. 55, of 7 Trinity
street who suffered a head injury
when he fell after “blacking out’’
at work at the Algin Corporation.
He is hospitalized.
Simpson was treated at the hos
pital a month ago for a similar
accident at the plant.
Discharged from the hospital
Monday was John Sukeforth. 20. of
Waidoboio who was admitted Friday suffering front carbon monox, jde poisoning.
The youth was found in his car
totaling many times the amount at South Thomaston Friday by
two men.
of the loan.
Also discharged Monday after
‘Banks and insurance com
panies have made scores of loans noon was Kenneth Kuhn, 21, of
to concerns which were referred Waldoboro, passenger in a car into them after thorough investiga
tion by development credit cor
porations.’’
While the Bank agrees that
“there is a vast amount of work
yet to be done in and for industrial
New England." it adds that "day
by day more New Englanders
know it and are pitching in to pro
vide and operate the machinery
for doing it.
“With the basic issues now de
fined and the areas for strategic
action mapped out, means are
certain to be found for ultimately
assisting New England manufac
turers still further to improve
»their competitive positions.”
The report also includes the Re
serve Bank’s comparative state
ment of condition and of earnings
and expenses. At the end of 1955.
total assets exceeded $2.9 billion,
the highest on record and an in
crease of $98 million over 1954.
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Photo by cu en
about 10.40 p. m. Saturday. The Williamson ear was demolished
by the collision to the point where it seemed beyond comprehension
that its occupants could have escaped alive.

The Staples bus and the wrecked Plymouth sedan of Douglas
Williamson are whown as they came to rest after the rear end
collision near the Yattaw auto junk yard on Routt* 1 in Thomaston
Three persons were injured one

of them hospitalized overnight,
when a stalled Staples Bus Line
bus was rammed in the rear on
Route 1 in front of the Harjula
Flying Field about 10.40 p. m. Saturday.
Hospitalized overnight was Ken
neth Kuhn, 21, of Waldoboro suf
fering from lacerations of the neck
and abrasions of the face and
hands.
Also injured was the
driver of the car, Douglas A. Williamson, 20, of Waldoboro who received lacerations of the right
shoulder and abrasions, and driv
er of the bus Richard Carr, 36,
of Camden who suffered a cut un
der hks eye and nose. Kuhn was
a passenger in the Williamson car.
All three were treated at Knox
Hospital with Kuhn still hospitalized as of Monday morning. The
other two were discharged following treatment.
Carr reported to Trooper Law
rence Chapman that the bus,
headed for Roekland, had stalled.
It had only one passenger at the
time, an unidentified sailor who
was uninjured in the crash.
Carr told Chapman he got out
of the bus and went to the rear to
check his tail lights which he said

were working,

junk yard jeep.

He then got back into the bus
to get flares to place behind the
bus when the Williamson car,
headed for Rockland, came up hebind the bus on the crest of the
hill. The car rammed the bus’
left rear section almost separat
ing the engine of the Plymouth
Sedan from the front section.
The Williamson car pushed the
bus ahead several yards and off
the right side of the road and into
an old car parked in the yard of
Yattaw’s Garage.
The impact
sent the driver to the floor of the
bus, breaking his glasses.

rest off the highway and on junk away. Generous application* of
yard property.
The Plymouth snow killed the blaze in both incaught fire shortly after the crash stances.

The Williamson car was completey demlolished. Its occupants
were pulled out and given imme
diate medical treatment by pass
ing motorists and taken to Knox
County Gt>neral Hospital by ambuiance

CUCCINELLO TO BE SENTENCED

IN SUPERIOR COURT TODAY
justice Abraham Rudman will
sentence Anthony Cuccinello. 43.
in Knox Superior Court today on
the finding of the traverse jury of
guilty of assault and battery on
Donald Pooler, 22 .war old Coast
Guardsiman.
Justice Rudman said Monday
that the statutes provide that a
sentence of from one day in jail
to five years in prison may be
meted out. Or, a fine which might
be as little as $1 or as much as

Rockland patrolman Ramon Hilt
answered the call, arriving at the
scene first with the state police
quickly following. Patrolman Hilt
unsnarled the traffic that began
to pile up at the scene until re
lieved hy Chapman and a Thomas
ton town officer.

volved in an accident with a bus
of the Staples Bus Line on Route 1
in Thomaston Friday night.
Kuhn was admitted suffering
from lacerations of the neck and
abrasions of the face.

The bus came to and again as it was being towed

$1,000.
The lesser fines and jail sen
tences would apply in cases where
the assault was not of an aggra
vated nature, he commented.
When the offense is of a highly
aggravated nature, it is the duty
of the judge to determine the de
gree of severity. The sentence is
based upon the findings of the
court in each separate instance,
j The traverse jury returned a
(Continued on Page Three;

GILFORD BUTLER WILLS $35,000
TO TOWN OF SOUTH THOMASTON
TO APPLY TOWARD SCHOOL LOANS
come from the estate will go to
Miss Butler In her lifetime and
to his nieces in Los Angeles upon
her death.
Mr. Butler died suddenly at hie
South Thomaston home late in the
afternoon of Sunday Feb. 12.
Two years ago,*Mr. Butler made
a gift of $2 000 to Kents Hill School
from which he graduated.
The will stipulated that the offlcials of the town accept the gift
within one year of the filing of
the legal document.
The annual town meeting is
scheduled to be held Thursday
evening and there is little doubt
but what the gift will be official
ly accepted at that time.

,
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Carr reported that the crash oc
curred about 10.40 p. m.
An estimated $1000 damage
was reported to the bus.
The wrecked Plymouth came to
rest within a few feet of the entrance to Yattaw’s auto junk yard
where it was finally towed by the

Owls Head Adds Fire Boat To Equipment
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Gilford B. Butler
Gilford B. Butler of South Thom

chasing deer.
Game wardens are authorized to
kill any dog spotted chasing deer.

A true sportsman seldom leaves
the field just because he missed
the first shot.
Keep young. Drink plenty of nu
tritious, healthful Maine milk.

goes anywhere
good taste goes

the Town of South Thomaston as •

/

w- cerned.
Mr. Butler, Rockland attorney j
and president of the Knox Bar

J?

Necessity is the mother of invention, and it proved true Saturday morning at- Owls Head. Jim
York, Roekland fire captain, gives the dory carrying the portable fire pump a boost seaward as Byron
Bray takes a hefty strain on the oars to take her into deeper water to give the suction line a chance to
pick up and pump water through thv hoseline, shown in the foreground, to the fire. Surging seas made
Photo by CullerBray'x task a iliffirult one.
Owls Head firemen added a fire where the pumps were alternateboat to their equipment Saturday b’ sucking air and water as the
i morning and by doing so added ,i<le surK''l
Rockland Fire Captain Jim York
, greatly to the water supply with
and Wendall Leadbetter of the
] which to fight the Glover cottage
Owls Head Department boosted a
fire at Crescent Beach.
portable pumper into the dory
When the heavily surging seas ' and tossed the suction line over
n’ade il almost Impossible to the side as Bray held the dory
' °Perate portable fire pumps from steady. Then they fed out the
the beach, Byron Bray borrowed discharge hose line, which led to
a dory from a Crescent Beach the fire, and Bray pulled off to be
owned and rowed it right up to both captain and engineer ol the

aston. in his will filed in Knox ,
Probate Court Monday, practical

far as the Central School is con- I

Deer In Area
Game Warden Winfield Gordon
reported Monday that a small doe
had been found killed by dogs at
Goose River in Friendship Sun
day.
Gordon said several deer deaths
have occurred this year in the
same manner when dogs took to
chasing the deer. He explained
that the present crust on the snow
allows dogs to travel on top while
the deer have harder going.
Death is also caused when the
deer, heated up after being pur
sued by dogs, will jump into ice
cold water.
Chances are, this
would lead to death by pneumonia.
Warden Gordon reminds area
i residents who own dogs near
wooded sections where deer might
abound that they are liable to a
fine up to $300. after a first warning. should their dogs be found

I

ly wiped out the indebtedness of I

Dogs Killing

AT THE HIGH SCHOOL OFFICE
Season Tiqfce$ Holders Moy Buy Their Tickets
At 8.30 to 12 O'clock.

Vinalhaven Democrats will hold
a caucus Thursday, at 7.30 p. m.
in the Firemen’s Hall. Officers
and members will be elected to
thc Town Committee, also elec
tion clerks. Delegates and alter
nates will be named to the State
Convention to be held in Brewer
March 23-24. Candidates will be
nominated for membership on the
Knox County Democratic Com
mittee.
Mrs. Bessie Geary has been ap
pointed acting chairman.
She
urges all Democrats to attend the
meeting, as it has been many
years since Vinalhaven has had
an active Democratic organiza
tion.

town'r first fire boat.
In the picture, York gives the
fire boat a boost seaward as Bray
pulls away. Meanwhile. Leadbetter was hurrying up a supply of
gasoline for the pump's motor. A
moment later he clambered into
the dory to refuel the sputtering
motor while it was running.
Bray held the dory just offshore
to give the pump plenty of water
depth for its suction, keeping at
the task for an hour or more.

Association, bequeathed the town !
the sum of $35,000 to be used to i
pay off the outstanding loans on •
the new school.
His only stipulation was that a
suitable memorial
plaque be
placed on the school and that its
text and design be satisfactory to
his executors.
The town’s debt on the school is
now $43,300.00 to the Maine School
Building Authority and $16,000 to
the Knox County Trust Company
of Rockland. The latter is a loan
obtained to complete the school by
town officials.
Other bequests in the will in- ,
eluded:
The sum of $50,000 to his sister, I
Miss Louise Butler of South Thom- i
aston. with whom he made his
home.
A fund of $3000 to the South
Thomaston Methodist Church, the '
interest to be used for the church, i
A ^l!t
to
Susan
Bowley of Rockland who served
as his office secretary for a perio<j
24 years.
The sum of $3000 each to Doro
thy Wilson and Kathleen Clark of
Los Angeles. Calif., nieces of Mr.
Butler's.
Miss Butler, in addition to the
$50 000. receives all her broth
er’s goods and chattels and all
real estate.
Clifford H. Sinnett of Portland,
and Miss Butler will receive all
the rest of the estate, estimated
well In excess of $100,000. possij bly twice the total bequeathed, in
i trust. The will directs that the in- I

THE
STRATOUINBR

by

STETSON

Travel round the world or
simply cross the street.. •
go where you will, you go
in stylo and comfort in the
Stetson Stratoliner, one of
today’s most popular styles.
A snap brim, lightweight
fur felt that stands up and
out always. Let us show
it to you today.
•IO

OTHER STETSONS
$10.00 up

LEE HATS
$7.95

OTHER FINE FELT HATS

$5.95

W7i
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Poge Two
and released by co-operators with
birds from the game farm.
Application forms for the co
operative program can be obtain
ed by writing to the Fish and
(lam'e Department at Augusta.

TIGERS PAIRED WITH FAIRFiELD

IN EASTERN CLASS L TOURNEY
AT BANGOR AUDITORIUM THURSDAY
Class L pairings in the Eastern
L tourney announced Sunday pits
the fourth place Rockland High
School Tiger quintet against Law
rence High School of Fairfield
seeded in fifth place, at 3 30 p m.
in the Bangor Auditorium Thurs
day.
The Rockland game will follow
the Bangor-Ellsworth encounter
slated to Open the 1956 Class L
tournament in the Eastern Divi
sion.
Sho-uSd Rockland slip by the
Lawrence crew, the possibility is
that they would meet up with the
number one Bangor High School
team Friday night in the eve
ning’s first game.
Bangor is favored to take Ells
worth’s measure while Rockland
who beat out Lawrence by a siz
able score at the Community

Building and dropped a one point
contest on the Fairfield home
court looks good for a win.
Knox-Lincoln Playoff
The other big game of the week
laces the
Camden
Mustangs
against the Boothbay Harbor Sea
Hawks in a Knox-Linicoln League
playoff game scheduled for the
neutral Community Building floor
in Rockland Tuesday evening.
The two teams locked for top
dog position in the league during
the regular season with nine wins
and one defeat each.
Actually. Camden holds two wins
over the Sea Hawks, the second
one coming in the second game
of the sectional Class M playoffs
held in Wiscasset recently. On a
neutral court. Camden may find
j its third win and the league
championship.

Hue and Cry to Pine Point and
Biddeford Pool. Prizes are to be
given for various species of salt
Roundup
water fish and entry blanks can
By Ron Speers
be obtained from the Consolidated
Ice fishing is occupying the at Sportsmen’s Club, 828 Sawyer
tention of the sportsimen of the street. South Portland. Good Fish
state at the present time, and ing!
To get away from fishing for a
some good catches of salmon and
trout have been reported to this moment, and hit another topic
close to the hearts of the sports
corner.
As in every form of outdoor men of the state, I had a chat with
George
sport, some funny, unusual, or Deputy • Commissioner
downright unaccountable occur Bucknam of ihe Fish and Game
rences pop up now and then in the Department a few days ago, and
ice fishing game, and this week he informed me that plans are
end brought one of them to my at already underway for the 1956 co
tention. Two friends of mine ar operative pheasant rearing pro
rived in the Sebec region Sunday gram. in fact many applications
afternoon to join two others who have already been received from
gone up Saturday morning — ob sportsmen anxious to participate
in the plan. Apparently, the 1955
ject, of course, ice fishing.
program proved quite successful
When the Sunday fishermen ar
and provided good pheasant hunt
rived they found the two early
ing in numerous areas, according
birds rather disconsolate, they bad
to Mr. Bucknam. Judging by the
fished all day Saturday and Sun
reports that he has received, the
day morning, watched their tipbirds that were placed with the
ups until they were crosseyed, but
clubs and individuals sportsmen
no fish, not even a bite. They had
did very well and he stated that
pulled their traps at lunch time
he expected the co-operative pro
and were no longer interested in
gram to be equally successful this
fishing—at least for that day. You
year.
can probably guess the rest of
A brief resume of the program
the story. The two late arrivals
promptly reset the holes that the might be helpful to any sportsman
other fellows had abandoned and not acqquainted with it. Briefly,
got three nice salmon for their the Fish and Game Department
trouble—all in view of the original will provide six-weeks-old pheas1 ants to Fish and Game Clubs,
fishermen!
Ice fishing, or to be more to the sportsmen or other interested in
point, fishing in general, is like dividuals who wish to co-operate
that, and after all. that’s actually with the Department in rearing
; and releasing pheasants in Maine.
what makes it fun. isn’t it?

Rockporters Put
Up Stiff Battle

Against Clinton
Clinton High School pulled slow
ly ahead of a battling Rockport

High team in the fourth period of

I

Fish and Game

While on the subject of fishing.
I’ve got a letter on the desk from
a hard-working gentleman
in
South Portland who reminds me
that the promotional work on the
1956 salt water sports fishing der
by is now underway and would I
please remind Maine’s sportsmen
about it? I certainly would, and so
from Emil J. Morin, fellow fisher
men. who is president of the Con
solidated Sportsmen’s Club of
Maine, comes an invitation to
participate in the salt water rodeo
this year.
Fishing dates are from July 1
to Sept. 30. fishing area is from
Bailey Island to Halfway Rock
Lightship to Cape Elizabeth East

1

Co-operators are expected to
provide a suitable enclosure, to
pay all expenses involved in rais
ing and caring for the birds until
released and to release all birds
prior to Nov. 1 of the current
year on sites approved by the loI eal warden and under his super
vision.
Ownership of the birds
3hall remain with the department
at all times, but consideration will
be given the club or individual in
releasing the birds as close to the
vicinity of the co-operators as is
consistent with suitable habitat.
The Department has also instituted
a “matching program” whereby
they will attempt on a county-wide
basis to match these birds raised
■

a semi-final Class S tournament
game played at Lewiston Friday
night to beat out the Beavers 59
to 50 despite a 34 point effort by
Wayne “Butch” Farley of Rock
port.
Behind 37 to 34 going into the
final canto. Rockport saw’ the win
ners drop in five quick points for
an eight point lead and trailed by
about that difference to the end of
the game.
All of Rockport’s 16 points in the
final period were scored by the
game little “Butch” but clutch !
baskets by Clinton’s Hunter. Pool
er and Barnes put the game on
ice for the winners.
Rockport upset Kezar Falls
Thursday to compete with Clinton
Friday.

Clinton (59)
Rf, Hunter 8(5); If. Pooler 4(3);
' c. Williams 2(3);
rg. McLellan'
2(1), Barr 4(3); lg. Jones 2.

Rockport (50)
Rf. Jones (4). Winslow 1(1); If,!
W. Farley 13(8); c, Pound 1(1); 1
rg, Wentworth, Nape; lg, C. Far-!
ley 3.
Period scores:
Clinton
10 20 37 59
i Rockport
7 19 34 50 |
| Officials; Arnold and Farwell. |

State Chamber
Issues Manual

To Aid Towns
.
i
I

j

The chairman of the Industrial
Committee of the Maine State
Chamber of Commerce today announced completion of a manual
for use by communities in setting
up working groups to seek industrial development at the com
munity level. Paul E. Merrill of
Portland, chairman said that the
Chamber’s committee was organ
ized to creat working development
groups in every community in the
state and at the same time, to
emphasize the importance of ex
isting industry in its work to
create a receptive climate in
Maine for economic growth and
industrial expansion.
Thp organization manual which
outlines in orderly sequence the
steps necessary for setting up a
working group, will be used by
community leaders under the dir
ection of county chairman in the
State Chamber’s Industrial Com
mittee.
“Needs, abilities and desires of
every community vary,” the man
ual points out and goes on to ex
plain the mechanics of setting up
chambers of commerce, industrial
and other groups and also covers
such subjects as financing indus
trial development, sources of in
formation and co-operation and
other information valuable to peo
ple who w’ish to set up active com
munity organizations. The man
ual will be available through the
State Chamber’s offices in Port
land and the following county
chairman
Knox and Lincoln,
Henry L. Halterman, Camden;
Waldo, Fred L. bitty, Searsport.
Merrill
added,
“The
State
Chamber's Industrial Committee
is working very closely with the
Department of Development of

WATCH CHANNEL 8
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
And

6.15 to 6.45
See thc Demonstration of

DUTCH BOY MIRACLE PAINT

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Three Times a Week
Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547

EDITORIAL

TRIAL BY JURY
The attention of thp community centered during the
past week on proceeding; at Knox County Court House
where Anthony Cuccinello stood trial on a charge of assault
with intent to kill
The circumstances on which this charge was based are
well known to the readers of The Courier-Gazette. The
trial proceeded with the able guidance of Justice Abraham
Rudman, and as far as we could determine, was handled
with utmost fairness.
However, according to press reports, one of the coun
sellors for the defense, in his presentation of defense to
the jury, is quoted to have informed the jurors that he was
of the opinion that “Cuccinello has been prejudged in every
shop, store and home, and in the streets without oppor
tunity for trial.” He referred to “mob rule" as applied
to this city.
The results of the deliberations of the jury do not in
dicate any pre-judgement, at least not on their part. For
many long and weary hours the jury deliberated. At least
twice it returned for further instructions from the Court
so that it could obtain a clearer picture and correct in
terpretation of certain salient points—and then returned
a verdict that, in its opinion, was just.
Wc do not call this the action of a pre-judging jury.
As a matter of fact, we are proud of the panel, who, pos
sibly in the face of public opinion, rendered a verdict that
they believed to be based only on the evidence presented.
As long as Rockland and Knox County have citizens
serving on its juries willing to be guided in its actions and
findings by legal evidence only, we can safely put our trust
in trial by jury.

LOBBIES, LAW AND ETHICS
It is welcome news that the United States Senate is
preparing a vigorous, full-scale investigation of compaign
contributions.
For several reasons: It can turn a spotlight into dark
corners and help to keep thc coming campaign relatively
clean. It can get the Senate out of the very dubious posi
tion in which it was left by the initial limited inquiry into
the Case case. It may also turn up specific abuses which
will be of value in shaping laws on campaign contributions.
Finally, it might even nudge Congress and the public to
ward higher ethical standards.
The giowing expense of elections—particularly with
the increasing use of TV—had already produced proposals
for new corrupt practices legislation, and for new methods
of financing campaigns. It is late now to close for this
year loopholes in the law—or to make the law more real
istic. And it is unlikely that Senator Neuberger’s plan for
government financing of campaign costs will take hold.
Also the project for a big drive to popularize the idea of
millions of small contributions has faltered.
But the odors released in connection with the passage of
the natural gas bill have given sharper impulse to public
desire for sweeter smelling campaigns. The lobbying on
the gas bill was not ail on one side. Indeed, there were
complaints about pressures from both sides. Nor was there
evidence that congressmen generally were recipients of
gifts like that offered Senator Case. But there were indi
cations that interests running into the billions were in
volved. And there was other evidence of money flowing
in devious channels.

The brief inquiry by Senator George disclosed that the
*2.500 offered Senator Case traveled Trom the "personal
funds" of an oil executive in Los Angeles to Texas, to
Nebraska, to South Dakota. It has now been disclosed
that the Republican State Committee in Nebraska turned
down a similar amount of money from the same source.
Surely a pipeline so long—and so capable of branching out—
merits further study. The “no strings” technique is itself
worth an inquiry. And the public would be reassured by
evidence that this was an exceptional operation.
For quite aside from the natual gas issue there is a
widespread belief that the corrupt practices laws are too
much honored in the breach. A Senate inquiry can not
merely pursue the Case affair but act as watchdog through
the campaign. It should also gain practical knowledge of
ways to improve the laws.
But thc people would do well lo seek more basic re
forms, reaching further than any law. Two roads are open:
One is more and smaller campaign contributions—to render
fewer politicians vulnerable to large offers. Second ia a
higher ethical standard. So far as we can learn, no law
blocked the gift to Mr. Case. Legally congressmen are
not forbidden—as are officials in the executive branch by
“conflict of interest” laws—to act in matters where they
have a financial stake. Some tenderizing of consciences in
this respect is definitely in order.—The Monitor.
Industry and Commerce and it is
expected that the organization as
sistance offered by the State
Chamber will be especially helpful
following the recent industrial
“clinics”
and
the
coming
"schools” scheduled by the Dep
artment.
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How Much Debt

its

Can You Afford?

H&PLEX

new Acrylic Latex
flat wall finish
MY CUSTOMERS TELL ME,

,5

• ODORLESS

• CRIES EAST

• EASY CLEAN-UP WITH WATER

a raise in pay!
Opr new

bill

consolidation

service

II

• LOVELY COLORS

■

is

aimed at relieving monthly pressure by con

solidating bills . . . reducing payments that are
too high . . . and leaving more money for your

,-x <

family every pay day.

How does it work3

At your request, you

and I will sit down and go over your present

situation. Why not do this? Phone or come
in to see me. I ll put our new Bill Consolida

Miles Sawyer
VIS MANoger

tion Service at your disposal without any extra

cost or obligation. And . .

if a cash loan is the answer. I II hand-

tailor it to your own needs and income
Rockland 1133. Or see me at Bmefiaai

My phone number is

finance CO., 356 Main

Street. I'm at your service
OPEN SATURDAY'S INTIL NOON

Carr's Wallpaper

and Paint Center
586 MAIN ST.

KOCKLAXD
10-T-37

Is your debt higher than you
can afford?
To assess your debt capacity or
the soundness of your debt load,
check it with thc rules of profes
sional credit men, a.* set forth
in a March Reader’s Digest arti
cle condensed from Changing
Times.
<
First, list your d^bts or pros
pective debts. Forget your mort
gage. 30-dav charge accounts,
business loans, monthly Items
such as milk bills; hut include
payments on personal loans, in
stallment plans, car, home-main
tenance and improvement loans.
Then consider three yardsticks by
which credit men determine safe
ratios of debt to income:
1. Total debt should not much
exceed 20 per cent of annual in
come.
A family with $4800 in
take-home pay should limit its
debt to about $1000.
2. The total you owe should not
exceed the amount that 10 per
cent of your monthly income could
pay off in 18 months. By this
yardstick the debt limit of the

samp *400-a-month family would
be *40 times 18. or *720.
3. Your debts should total no
more than one-third of your an
nual
“discretionary
income,”
meaning income not needed for
food, clothing and shelter. If the
*4800-a-year family spends *3180
on these essentials, its "discre
tionary income is *1620 Debt
dimit by this yardstick, *540.
Thp three yardsticks thus yield
a safe debt range of roughly *500
(conservative) to *1000 (near thc
ceiling) for the *4800 family.
Young men with pressing needs
and prospective higher earnings
may stretch the limit. Those with
unusually high rent or mortgage
obligations should play safe.
Credit experts warn that in
stallment payments exceeding 25
percent of monthly take-home are
limit loads. The risk should he
spread hy owing no single credi
tor more than 10 per cent of
monthly
income.
Exceptions,
however, are noted.
Car-loan
payments may safely be 15 to 30
per cent of monthly salary.
Use your charge account for a
convenience, not as a device to
spend next month's income before
you get it. Credit's best use is
for emergencies or necessary
equipment a new refrigerator
rather than a fur coat.
While cash transactions are
safer, “credit has become the
lifeblood of everyday financial
dealings." the article points out.
“Good credit, wisely handled, is a
priceless asset”

Tueiday-Th ursd ay-Saturday

EDGE OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF

U.S.C.G. Notice

MAY BE BREEDING GROUND OF

To Mariners

NEW ENGLAND LOBSTERS

A Coast Guard Notice to Ma
riners issued last week contains
information as published below on
the approaches to Penobscot Bay.
Muscle Ridge and Two Bush
Channels.
“Maine
Penobs-cot Bay Ap
proach
Muscle Ridge and Two
Bush Channels
Depths And
Rocks. 1. Recent surveys by the
Coast and Geodetic Survey show
rocks and depths at mean low wa
ter as follows; distances and bear
ings from Two Bush Island Light
(43 57.9’N,. 69 C4.5 W.):
(a) A depth of 7 feet, about
1,075 yards 291° 15'.
(b) A depth of 3 feet. about
1.800 yards 326°.
(c) A rock awash. about 4 200
yards 359 15’.

By Harold W. book
The recent exploratory trip of
the “Delaware” to the edge of thc
Continental Shelf, sponsored by
the United States Fish and Wild
life Service, has certainly pro
duced.
besides giant lobsters,
plenty of food for thought, such as
have we found the goose that lays
the golden egg in the lobster in
dustry?
Earl Benner’s excellent
account of the trip brought out
some startling facts; other infor
mation was equally impressive.

It is quoted that, in a total of
1041 lobsters weighing by estimate
7500 to 8000 lbs., only three lob
sters were caught that were small
er than the Massachusetts mini- |
mum measure of 3 3/16 inches.
It was stated that the best fishing
was found in depths of 200 to 250
fathoms, but that the drag did dip
as low as 450 fathoms, or 2700
feet below the surface of the
ocean.
Tremendous pressures
exist at that depth.
Trained
aqua-lung divers can safely go
down to about 250 feet; beyond
that point the diver may develop
the intoxication commonly known
as the “Raptures of the Deep.”
Possibly those lobsters out there
have been in “Raptures” that the
rapacious hand of man has left
them alone through the ages. The
drag used was tight twine of
small mesh, but only three little
lobsters were brought up in 30
drags of three miles each. The
drag also brought hake and slime
fish indicating the presence of
a mud bottom.
Some of the better scientific
minds think the giant offshore lob
sters are a species unrelated to
the ins-hore lobsters. Contrarywise some of the inshore lobstermen feel the inshore crustaceans
migrate offshore as they grow old
er and larger. There seems to be j
little to prove or refute the latter |
theory, but there is evidence to
challenge the theory that the off
shore giants are a distinct species, j
If small size lobsters are no more
plentiful than three in a thousand,
what will keep the supply going?
It is well known that one flood
tide on the southwestern shore of
Nova Scotia equals two ebb tides.
That surplus water must go some
where. It does! There is a wes
terly current along the coast of
Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. Maine
and Massachusetts sweeping out
to sea by Cape Cod. Beyond the
shoals is the Gulf Stream heading
north and east.. This circular pat
tern of current around the Gulf
of Maine could afford an explana
tion for the “Delaware’s” catch of
large lobsters.
To illustrate the point, a Rock
land. Maine, boy’s body lost 100
miles southeast of Nantucket was
picked up by Leslie Dyer of the
Maine Lobstermen’s Association
at Seal Island a few miles from
the boy’s home. A sealed bottle
cast overboard off Cape Cod was
picked up by Birger Magnuson of
Vinalhaven. on the shore of Brim
stone Island not far from Seal
Island; and. in the days of the
Boston boat, less revolutions of
the Propeller were needed on the
trip from Rockland to Boston than
on the east-bound trip. Could not
this same current then carry lob
ster eggs over the perimeter of
the Gulf of Maine?
One of the most notable author
ities on the lobster was the late
Dr. Francis H. Herrick of West
ern Reserve University; his work
printed in 1911 pointed out that
thc smaller size female lobster

carried 7000 or 8000 eggs, whereas
the fully developed seeder carried
as many as 100.000 eggs. These
eggs (or fry) have a flotation
period of as much as 90 days in
cold water before they reach the
fourth or sinking stage. During
this period of flotation the fry
could settle to the bottom around
the entire perimeter of the Gulf of
Maine, and even permit a few to
go back to the place of their birth,
perhaps accounting for these three
small lobsters among a thousand
large which is an unheard of pre
dominance of giant lobsters.
In Maine, the largest legal size
lobsters weigh about 3% lbs., rep
resenting not over three per cent
of the total catch. To produce
7000 lbs. of this size would neces
sitate the culling of hundreds of
thousands of pounds. To produce
7000 lbs. of 7^ lb. average lob
sters as dragged up by the “Dela
ware” would be unthinkable even
if all the inshore fishermen in
Maine were permitted to save
them.

(d) A rock awash. about 1,600
yards 9 30 .
(e) A dciptn of 2 feet. about
4,000 yards 13r 45’
(f) A rock awash, a bout 3.730
yards 26°.
“2. Distances
and
bearings
from Otter Inland
Daybeacon
(44’01.4'N.. 69 04.4'VV.
(a) A depth of 13 feet, about
3,150 yards 94c.
(b) A depth of 8 feet, about
3,425 yards 103°.
(c) A depth of 4 feet, about
3.675 yards 243 30’.
“Reference: NM 5 (496) of 4
February, 1956. Charts 322, 310.
1203.”

Oceans cover more than 70% of
the globe’s surface. Many strange
things happen in such vastness.
The eel breeds in the depths near
Bermuda; the young divide, some
going to North America and
others to Europe.
If offshore
grounds are the breeding source
of inshore lobsters, quick protec
tion should be sought. Let’s not
Hillbillies 7.
allow the delectable lobster to fol
Eastern League
low the path of the Great Auk.
Globe
Trotters.
6
1
the Heath Hen and the Carrier
Eagles.
4
3
Pigeon.
Lakers.
3
4
Pistons,
2
5
Globetrotters and
Fee Wee League
Celtics,
5
2
Celtics Lead City
Hillbillies,
4
3
Panthers,
3
4
Court Leagues
Roosters.
2
5
Results in the City Recreation
Basketball League games played
Saturday morning at the Commun
Nelson, Inc.
ity Building were announced by
Recreation Director Edward Eric
DODGE-PLYMOUTH
son.

Ellery T.

In the Eastern League: Pistons
over Lakers (forfeiture); Globe
Trotters 16. Eagles 15.
In the Pee Wee League: Roost
ers 22, Panthers 6; Celtics, 9;

COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
First Choice Used Car*

ROCKLAND
518 MAIN ST.
TEL. 720
1
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LOW PRICED
but

GOOD

USED CARS
'SO
'50
'50
'SO
'50
'49
'49
'49
'48
'47
'47
'47
'47
'40
'40

Chrysler Sedan
DeSoto Club Coupe
Ford Tudor
Chevrolet Sedan
Dodge Club Coupe
DeSoto Club Coupe
Chevrolet Tudor
Mercury Tudor
Plymouth Sedan
DeSoto Sedan
Chevrolet Sedan
Dodge Sedan
Dodge Club Coupe
Plymouth Sedan
Dodge Club Coupe

MANY OTHERS TO
CHOOSE FROM
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY OR
TRADE YOUR CAR

Miller's Garage Inc.
Descto — Plymouth
25-3 1

Rankin Street

ROCKLAND

AT SUCH A

REMARI(ABIE
LOWCOST!

• Dutch Stad-ng every time in any *00tMr

•

Positive lutl '.upoty in My ’<*«»«

• lertitic cutting speed undei
condit'Ons

•

Sharp chiooe* type chain
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.
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• High output magneto lor positive igmimn

• Smooth, cool fu««i"g engine pnw»«

• Cut* Ctose to the ground

•

Better sew balance >n<j npcat'ng wwe

• Entire guidebar surface ctuome
with special hard surface tip

•

low cost purchase price — economog
operation

• Anti flooding float type carburetor

• Bronze and needle bearings

• Full control Of power both on and off

• Inw rost eng ne trade m plan
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Send this coupon for FREE

TRYOUT
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Municipal Court
TALK OF THE TOWN

NEW ENGLAND LORE OF

Here Is A Triple Problem

SEA AND SHORE

Frederick Young. 20. of Rock
port pleaded guilty to driving un
der the influence of liquor and
driving without a license at a
hearing held in Rockland Munici
pal Court Monday morning.
The charges, brought by state
police, were the result of Young
being stopped on the Beech Hill
road in Rockport Saturday night.
Young was fined $100 and court
costs of $3.70 or 30 days in jail
on the drunken driving charge and
Judge Alfred Strout filed the sec| ond charge.
' The youth was held pending payment of the fine.

By Edward Rowe Snow
I Lucien K. Green has been in
THE PIRATE’S PICKLED HEAD broadaxe down on Phillips’ head,
I New York for a few days in the
A goodly number of pirates killing him instantly. That end(Social and community events interest of Lucien K Green &
who hailed from the area around <’d the
a»d <h« freed •»»are solicited for this calendar All Son.
are free and space here cannot be
_ ,,
.
ors captured the other piratea and
Rockland
participated
in
many
.
,
.
purchased. Strictly commercial
made plana to reach home.
Rockland firemen sped to 8
affairs, sales, suppers, dances
terrible deeds in New England
Worried because of what the aucannot be accepted. The decision Temple street Monday morning
waters but possibly the most hor- thorities might think and do, the
i where it was reported flames had
of the editor is final.)
rible event in which sailors who freed men decided to take evi
..
. -o
iii • broken out inside a building there
March 7-$-- Hometown Jubilee
*
at Watts Hall. Thomaston, au.- belonging to Lipman Cohen. Uphad joined the piratical “Breth dence back to Massachusetts with
them, and so the heads of Phillips
pices Thomaston High School.
' on arrival firemen discovered fire
ren” took active part was aboard
and another pirate, Burrill by
March 29-30- Maine State Society that had began burning in the
the schooner Revenge, which the name, were eventually brought
DAR at Eastland Hotel. Port- partitions of the small building
pirates had captured from Wil into Boston in a pickle barrel.
land.
, that is used as a junk storage deMarch 30—Good Friday.
liam Minot of Boston on Aug. 29,
i pot by Cohen. The building is adCapt. Andrew’ Haraden now had
April 1—Easter Sunday.
1723.
the hard task of proving that he
April 16-21—The 65th Annual Con- jacent to Cohen’s home at 37 WilWhen safely at 6ea again, the was not a real pirate. Finally his
Another youth. Reginald Pow
tinental Congress of the Nation- i low street. The fire was extinpirates drew up articles, but statement was accepted. The loal ^Society, DAR. Washington, j quished with an estimated $25 ell. 18. of Searsmont. pleaded
D. C.
guilty to driving without a license
when it wax found that there cal
paper eatimated that
damage reported.
wasn’t a Bible aboard, the re- the pirates had captured in a peri
and paid a fine of $10 plus $3.70
sourceful men swore their oaths od of eight months no less than
The directors of Dragon Cement
A break into the Munsey Store court costs.
of loyalty over a hatchet instead. 83 vessels.
Company. Inc., declared a quart- at Butler Square was reported to
Powel. was brought into court
Capt. John Phillips assumed
eTly dividend of 50 cents today Rockland police Saturday morning by state police who stopped him
The Court of Admiralty was
■
s. ~
command of the Revenge, with held in Boston on May 12 1724_
on the company’s $10 par value . by M,s. Eyerett Mun
The wo_ on Route 1 in Rockport Saturday.
* * *
capital stock, payable March 17. man told police someone had gain
Isaac Larsen, a Bridgewater In- and all the forced men w„e de.
A third man. Harvey J. Curtis.
to stockholders of record at the )
f dian. the surgeon; John Nutt ol clared innocent and aIlowed t0
ed entrance through a back win
close of business March 7. 1956. In 1 dow after pulling away a screen 31. of 9 Valley View street. Rock
' Boston, the navigator; James free but John
Archer and
March of 1955 a dividend of 25 |
land, pleaded guilty to hunting
The above mystery picture was made in the year of the “big ice.” Who can say when? The schooner Sparks, the gunner, and William William White were rnndemneM
wire and smashing a window.
was well known in Rockland as was the tugboat. Who can name them? And the coal wharf and building white the carpenter The latter
cents a share was paid; plus 40 I
to be hanged. The other piratea
Nothing inside the store had been without a license at South Thom is very well remembered around the town where it was located. Docs anybody recognize it? It collapsed
cents in June. 50 cents in Septem
aston
on
Saturday.
He
was
fined
into the sea, coal, building and all, not too long after this picture was made. Can anybody name the tw’o, as did the captain, hailed were pardoned.
disturbed. She reported that the
ber. and 50 cents plus a special
from England.
year of the crack-up?
On June 2, 1734, the two men
store had been closed at 9 p. m. $10 which he paid.
dividend of 35 cents in December.
Curtis was brought into court
On Sept. 5, 1723, the pirates cap were hanged wdth great ceremony
Friday evening and checked about
tured no less than four fishing vea- before a crowd of 10.000 persons
12.30 a. m. Saturday. Police are by Game Warden Winfield Gor
Slow Down and Live!
AIRMAN WEDS IN ENGLAND
don.
sefe. forcing into their piratical at the charlestown Ferry.
Rockland police investigated a conducting an investigation.
company John Rose Archer, who
that aftern<)on their lifeminor accident Saturday afternoon
had served with Blackbeard; John Ie8s bodies were cut down placed
at the Limerock and Union streets
BORN
Fillmore, the great-grandfather of in an open boat and rowed acr0M
intersection involving cars opera
Joy—At North Haven. Feb. 20. NEW ENGLAND LORE OF
President Millard Fillmore; Peter to Bird Island, where there re
ted by Ernest Hunt. 46. of Thom to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Joy, a
SEA
AND
SHORE
Taffrey and John Baptis. Eight mains were exhibited in chains
aston and Norman R. Rollins, 30. daughter—Carleen Avis.
Fogg—At Knox Hospital.
Feb.
other craft were captured within to warn other prospective pirates
of 30 Warren street. Police esti
By Edward Rowe Snow’
26. to Mr. and Mrs. Neal F. Fogg
a week.
mated minor damage to the left of South Hope, a son
of the dangers of the profession.
HIS MAJESTY
hear a sound from the beast at
In February, 1724, the Revenge
front fender of the Hunt vehicle
Johnson—At Knox Hospital. Feb. THE SEA SERPENT
A half century later Bird Island
any time.
engaged in a duel with a snow began to wash away. Today, like
while the Rollins car incurred an 25, to Mr. and Mrs. Ray L. John- '
When
the
visitation
occurred,
;
Since earliest times the sure
from Virginia, which was quickly the pirates who hung thepe the
estimated $100 damage to its left son. a daughter.
Lank—At Knox Hospital, Feb. way of getting into public disfavor the siky w’as clear, the wind calm
captured and added to the pirate island ia only a memory
front end. No injuries were re
and the water smooth. The crea- |
26, to Mr.and Mrs. Donald Lank
fleet.
John Rose Archer was
_____________
ported. A flashing yellow light was
has been to claim to have seen
of Owls Head, a son.
ture remained quiet for about five
made quartermaster of the snow, . .
_
. « »
on at the traffic intersection and
Williams—At Dayton. Ohio. Feb. His Majesty, The Sea Serpent.
minutes and then moved away ,
the road conditions were slippery, 14, to Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Wil
an act which Infuriated pirate MUSeUm Activities
Marshfield residents to the num more slowly than at his former
Fern, a recent acquisition.
police reported.
liams. Jr., (Arlene Young form
speed. He was soon out of sight. ,
Tuesday
erly of Union), a son—Marshall ber of five have actually given
Fern tried to take over the
The appearance of His Majesty,
3.30 p. m. Girl Scouts—Troop 4
statements to me that they have
Scott.
snow, and Phillips drew alongside
Mrs. Greta Clark of Thomaston
7.30 p. m. Adult Art Class
: seen His Majesty within the past the Sea Serpent, aroused the Fin- !
and ordered Fern aboard the
was elected lecturer of Weymouth
ney
household,
and
the
captain
7.30 p. m. Theatre Guild
MARRIED
j few years. They are: Harold F
schooner. For reply Fern fired
Grange in Thomaston last week
Schwa b- Robin,son—At Rockland. i Robie, Mrs. Robie, Deering S was up bright and early the fol- !
Wednesday
his pistol point-blank at Phillips
Four pupils of Myrtle Young of Feb. 23. Carl D. Schwab of Port
lowing
morning
to
see
if
the
crea

Roberts, and his wife, and Robert
3.30 p. m. Girls Scouts—Troop 10
Clyde
and
Miss
Katherine
Leona
but missed him. A short skirmish
Camden entertained the Grange
ture would reappear. Shortly after
S. Ward.
7.30 p. m. Civil Air Patrol
began and Fern was eventually
at the meeting held Monday night. Robinson of Thomaston, by Gerald
The Robies and the Robertses eight o’clock he was seen a mile
U. Margeson, J. P.
Thursday
killed.
Appearing were:
Sharon Watts.
were off the Isle of Shoals on Au down the beach in a northerly di- ,
3.30 p. m. Brownie Scouts—Troop
In
the
fighting
another
pirate
Brenda Erickson and Marita and
DIED
gust 26. 1948, w’hen they all had rection.
was terribly wounded in the leg 14
Ruth Erickson.
Farnsworth—At Hope. Feb. 24, a distinct look at the various cir
For the next two hours the ser
7 30 p. m. Coast Guard Auxiliary
and the carpenter was chosen to
Mrs. Alma Farnsworth
age 91
cular coils of real sea serpent, pent disappeared and reappeared
Saturday
years.
Interment
in
Mountain
perform
the
amputation.
Heating
Final plans for the public card
while Mr. Ward, on Sunday, Jan at intervals of five to 10 minutes,
View Cemetery^ Camden.
9.30 a. m. Children's Art Class
his
broadaxe
white
hot,
he
then
party to be held at the Masonic
JeweH—At Portland.
Feb. 25. uary 19. 1936. with seven other after which he swam off toward Tw
took his saw, removed the injured
Temple Wednesday night were Mrs. Virginia Rice Jewell, form people, sighted the sea serpent in the Gurnet Light. Capt. Finney
member, seared the leg with the
made by the card party planning erly of Camden, age 53 years. latitude 7® North, longitude 82* said later that the fastest speed
broadaxe. and called the operation
committee of the Women’s Auxili Funeral services held Monday in West.
of the monster was about fifteen
a success. At any rate, the pirate
Portland.
Interment
in
Camden
in
to
twenty
miles
an
hour.
ary of St. Peter’s Episcopal
An earlier sea serpent story
the spring.
lived to be tried and pardoned
To make certain that his acChurch at a meeting at the home
concerns
Plymouth.
Mass.,
at
Hall—At Thomaston.
Feb. 26,
several months later as a member
of Mrs. Evelyn Bridges Friday Lewis S Hall, age 73 years. Fun Warren’s Cove therp, and took count of the remarkable creature
of Phillip’s band.
evening. It was decided to serve eral services today at 2.30 p m. place in June, 1815. Capt. Elkanah wou,d be believed, Capt Finney
After ten more vessels had been
strawberry shortcake and coffee at from Davis Funeral Home. Thom Finney was at work near his house s"0,p ,0 the t’uth of th. above j
Airman First Class and Mrs. John H. Cavanaugh cut their wed
Capt. Phillips headed
the party.
Committee members aston, with Rev. E. O. Kenyon at the Cove, “where the beach !,t»temene beforp Justice of the dinB ,.a^p following nuptial ceremonies at High Wycombe Parish ,captured.
“’ " .
mbpe> En)fl8nd recently. .Mr. Cavanaugh la the for IP*wlch ***• wh,re ”6 fell in
present were: Mrs Gloria Gifford, officiating. Interment in Village Joins the mainland."
Peace ~
Nathaniel--------M. Davis of Ply- | Church in High Wycombe
Cemetery, Thomaston.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Cavanaugh of West street, Rockport, with and attacked the fishing boat
Mrs. Betty Economy, Mrs. Mary
Suddenly his Ron came rushing mouth on Oct. 2, 1817
Cramer—At Waldoboro. Feb. 26.
Latpr I shall tell of another sea The bride. Miss Kay Stuart Tulloch, is the daughter of Mr and Mrs. Squirrel, which surrendered. PhilDemitri. Mrs. Hazel Rollins, and Nettie R Cramer, widow' of Ran- up the path, shouting for his fath
William A. Tulloch of Roundwond Road, Sands, High Wycombe. A re
Mrs. Bridges.
adv*lt dell Cramer, age 84 years. Furr- er to eomr quickly, as there was serpent. This particular creature ception at the Red Lion Hotel followed the ceremony and the couple lips liked the new craft and took
it for his own. replacing and forc
eral services Wednesday at 2 p. a strange being down at the cove of 1852 was actually captured by spent their honeymoon on the South Coast of England.
ing into pirate service Capt. Anm. from Waltz Funeral Home. Wal Capt. Finney paid little attention a New Bedford whaler,
doboro with Rev. Robert Plum
H 0 R N D I K E
for the trial, had been returned drew Haraden of the Squirrel,
at
first,
but
as
the
lad
persisted
mer officiating.
To Be Sentenced
to Brighton Marine Hospital in
Meanwhile several of the forced
HOTEL
It is possible for a man to get
Littell—At Rockland.
Feb. 26. in his account, Capt. Finney fin
Complete Luncheon
(Continued From Page One)
Brighton,
Mass., for
further melL including Fillmore and EdMiss Sarah Watts Littell. age 92 ally went down to the shore with along with very little work if he
9 8 c
has sense enough to know what verdict at midnight Friday of treatment. The 32 caliber bullet ward Cheeseman, a carpenter,
years. Funeral services today at his son.
Serving II .80 to I n m
2 p. m. from Burpee Funeral
guilty of assault and battery. The from Cuccinello’s revolver is still , niade plans for escape. It was
Glancing out into the cove, Capt. not to do.
107-T-tf
Home with Rev. George H. Wood
plsnned that on the night of April
original charge had been assault lodged in his liver.
Finney
noticed
something
which
officiating. Interment in Achorn
Pooler
said
last
week
that
he
1^24, an attempt would be
None
are
so
blind
that
they
can

with
intent
to
kill
Donald
Pooler.
appeared as a “drift seaweed,"
Cbmetery. Please omit flowers.
In his charge to the jury, Jus- expects to receive a medical di«- made, but when tall, husky John
Kaler—At Rockland. Feb. 26. making its way across the area. not see—the faults of others.
tice Rudman told them that four charge from the Coast Guard at Nutt took the graveyard watch,
Sanford Augustus Kaler, Jr., of Picking up his telescope. Capt.
PUBLIC PARTY
Owls Head age 53 years. Funeral Flnney studied ,he spawppd care.
I verdicts were possible: guilty as the end of his hospital period. He the plans were changed for high [
EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M. services Wednesday at 2 p. m. , ,,
.
; charged, guilty of assault and bat- has, to date, been unable to re noon on the same day, when there :
from Owls Head Baptist Church , fu,ly’ and ln a
realized
j tery, guilty of assault, and not turn to active, or even limited would be less chance for confu- i
Tower Room - Community Bldg. with Rev. Chester M Staples offi- ' tha* is was somp "aquatic anision.
Auspices Knights of Columbus
guilty.
duty, in the service.
dating. Interment in Evergreen mal." with the form, motion and
47-T&Th-tf Cemetery, Owls Head.
High noon came The various
After a session which extended
------------------appearance of which I have hither
tools of the carpenter had been
over eight hours and included
to been unacquainted.
CARD OF THANKS
placed around the deck, and at a
their twice returning to the court
The creature was about a quart
The Office of
I wish to extend my sincere
given signal Cheeseman brought J
room
for
instructions
from
the
er
of
a
mile
from
shore,
moving
]
and heartfelt thanks to all my
DR. BURTON E. FLANDERS
judige, the jury returned the as
out his brandy bottle, took a drink '
many friends, neighbors and rela northward at a rapid rate. After j
WILL BE (I.OSEI)
sault and battery verdict.
and passed it to John Nutt. A mo
tives for the TV Set. they so gen travellinig half a mile north, the j
FROM FEB. 20th TO
erously contributed to for me. 1 animal turned about, appearing
Justice Rudman said that he
ment later the tw-o began walking
THE FIRST WEEK IN APRIL
wish to extend special thinks to
would hear the attorneys for the
around the deck and Cheeseman
22*24
Jessie Kelley, "Buster” Woodcock to be about one hundred feet long
state
and
defense
at
any
time
,
casually
picked a broadaxe up. ,
Swimmine
again
toward
Warren's
and especially A1 Barlow.
A moment later he dropped the !
they might be ready during to- j
Robert Shields.
Cove, the animal stopped and lay
Thomaston.
25-11 entirely still on the surface of
i broadaxe,
grabbed
Nutt
and
day. Following the statements of
€
I tossed him Into the ocean.
the Attorney General Frank Hard
the water. Capt. Finney then had
CARD OF THANKS
Fillmore, then split open the 1
ing and defense attorney Harold
I wish to express my thanks a good look, and decided that it 1
boatswain's head and smashed
Rubin, the judge will pass sen
and appreciation to all my good was indeed the well-known but
, Capt. Phillips in the Jaw. A mo- '
tence.
friends, relatives and neighbors seldom caught monster of the j
HOMES FOR FUNERALS
TAKE A TIP FROM ME
for the cards, gifts and flowers. deep.
ment later Haraden brought his
Thp Cuceinello casp has created
my illness at home and at
more
interest
locally
than
any
The Sea Serpent resembled a
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON durirug
’’I’m a lodge member and H
Knox Hospital. to my »pecia 1
case for many years; much more
of lobster buoys, “perhaps
Have Yon Tried the
always falls to me to serve on a
558 Main St. 22 Knox St. nurses, and to all the nurses string
than any murder trial of recent
on
the staff
also.
Special thirty or fourty of these protuber committee. That means work
HOME MADE PASTRY and
years.
thanks to Dr. Harold Frost, ances or bunches, which were
Leah Davis Brooks
and lots of it, but I have all the
HOME COOKED FOOD
rt’s a lot easier to get some
Dr. Edward K. Morse. Rev. Kath about the size of a barrel. The j
The attempts of Cuceinello to
forms and letters
Serving Knox County eince 1878
an Alligator coat
folks to talk than it Is to get them
leen Weed for the ambulance head appeared to be about six or, necessary
THE*SPA
police
a
parking
area
on
the
Sam

56-tf
printed at THE COCRIERservices, WAFD,
Ladies Aid.
oset Hotel grounds in the early
think,
really makes sense
eight feet long, and where it was
Acorn Grange.
Everything was
GAZETTE which helps on time,
connected with the body was a
morning hours of last Oct. 9 led
< orner Main and I4n*dey BU.
greatly appreciated.
Alligator is the coat you wear
to say nothing of the wear and
Most any man can tell a good
Rockland
little larger than the body. His 1
to the wounding of Pooler by a
Mil,.*iii*lSB '■UweWUlMi.3B,
25-lt
Eda J. Lawry.
and enjoy most ... anywhere,
thing when it comes to him—esipetear on me.
Also Home Made Fudge
head tapered off to the size of a
gun in the hands of Cuceinello
anytime, all year ’round. It’s
cilly after someone else has made
“They have a new automatic
just the right weight for grand
CARD OF THANKS
horse's head. What I supposed to
Hoars:
Pooler, who was in Rockland
a
big
success
at
It.
comfort, has an unmistakable
Mon. thru Thors. 6 a.m. - 6 p.m.
I wish to thank all the good be his under jaw had a white
press down there and can turn
elegance that seta you apart
Friday, 6 a.m. to 7.30 p.m.
neighbors and friends for flowers, stripe extending the whole length
out work in jig time. I recom
The
man
who
lends
his
influence
from others. Choose from our
Saturday, 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
cards, letters and other tokens of of the head, just above the wa- j mend it.”
Typewriter
Repairs
wide range of fabrics, styles,
on any matter generally expects
love, while a patient in Knox Hos
Closed Sunday
BURPEE
colors, and patterns ... all
pital. Also special thanks to Dr. ter.”
big interest on the loan.
PRINTING OF QUALITY
flattering,
all waterproof or
Incidentally, Finnev never did
Heath and the nurses at Knox
Funeral Home
By
water repellent processed ...
Hospital.
see the toil of the sea serpent 1
all real values.
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
25* lt
Mi s. Reta M. Wallace.
The creature’s color was a deep
Established 1830
black or brown. No view of the j The Courier-Gazette
ATTENTION POULTRYMEN
AMBULANCE SERVICE
IN MEMORIAM
GOLD LABEL
eyes, mane, or breathing holes
TEL. 390
In loving memory of my dear
Job Department
110 LIMEROCK STREET
father. Ellis H. Lawry, who pass- was made, nor did Cap}. Finney
$40.75
ROCKLAND. MAINE
| ed away Feb. 28. 1941. is not for
RICHARD P. LUFKIN. Supt.
«'H« ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■
gotten by his daughter.
TELEPHONE 770
Other Alligator Coats
PLEASE CALL CHARLIE SHANE
Eda J. Lawry.
22-af-tf
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
The Dental Office of
Friendship.
25-lt

Coming Events

THIS is the
coat you’ll

live in

rain, sun, cold

DAVIS

3

LIVE

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

One family in a million lives so
slowly these days that they allow i
I their income to catch up with i
j their expenses.

DR. EMERY HOWARD
Will Be Closed Feb. 25th
Until April 6th

CARL M. STTLFHF.N
LADY ASSISTANT

M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

CALL

1 3 7 1 - for Heat Pocked

RANGE AND FUEL OIL

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

1-1

MARITIME OIL CO.

24-36

STATE NEWS CO.

Next time yon need a plumbing contractor
—call us. Since we belong to the National
Association o1 Plumbing Contractors, you
know you’re dealing with a qualified con
tractor. And our work is guaranteed.

M. PEARSON JEWETT
7 TALBOT AVE.
TEL. 1618
ROCKI-AND. MAINE
Member National Association of Plombing rontraetors

POULTRY

WANTED

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.
ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360
We Are Also Looking for

$8.50 to $33.75

rtf'’
£ivy

Poultry Raisers
Small or Large. Terms To Meet Your Approval.

ROCKiqNP
MQinf

CALL NOW FOR FULL INFORMATION
tf

CLOSED WEDNESDAYS
AT 12.30 P. M.

Pa0O Fori

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 28- 1956

their fourth daughter, Carleen!
Avis, who arrived on Monday ’
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
NORTH HAVEN
morning, Feb. 20. Mrs. Corydon j
Brown was there at her arrival.
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
Correspondent
Mrs. Betty Parsons Brown has
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Telephone 1G-I
been assisting through the day
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
time. James and Jennifer have
Advertisement* In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
(or M cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
Mrs. John Dickey from Hawaii been house guests ol their grand
for each line, half price each additional time used. Five
is the guest of her cousin Cynthia mother, NJ i s. Ray Beverage, for
words to a line.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Don the duration.
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called, L e., advertisements
ald Witherspoon of Pulpit Harbor.
which require the answers to be sent to The Coorler-Gazette
Mrs. Lewis Burgess, accom
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
James Haskell, after an injury panied by her daughter, Sheila and
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
in the woods about three weeks Nancy Crockett were guests of
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
ago, to his back, is able to be out Mrs. Theresa Roberts in Vinal- ,
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Mo classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no hookagain, but has not resumed his haven on Friday.
heeolng will be maintained for these ads.
work.
Miss Joyce Staples accompanied 1
ALL MUST Bi; PAID FOB
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
One of Mrs. Birger Youngquist’s by Miss Carol Beverage spent the
nts with The Courier-Gaiette. Count the Words—Five to a
pet eats, Fluffy, was killed Friday week of school vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
evening by a hit and run driver.
Staples in Rockville, Conn. Al- !
Mrs. Birger Younquist was the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Mary fred has employment in Pratt &
i
SALE
Warren in Vinalhaven on Monday Whitney in West Hartford, Conn. •
PRACTTCA1XY New Kenmore
FRIGIDAiRE Electric
Stove the 17th, attending the Bunrham & Carol's brother, Edward Beverage,!
washer for sale; Coldspot refrig., for sale. In very good condition, Morrill meeting of former em Jr., who w’ent with them, has se
cured employment in the Under
gas range and other items to move Miv he seen at W. H. GIXJVER ployees.
by March 15. MAURICE LEON- CO.
23*25
wood Typewriter Co., of Hart
An undientified donor has had
ARD, Tel. 1592-M1.
24-M
=
ford, Conn., where his uncle, Alton
a 21 inch T. V. set installed in the
FOR SALE
Beverage (formerly of North
SERVICES
parsonage.
Not brand ness’ but in very good —
Haven) works, and is living with
condition are all items at UpDEMONSTRATORS — Sell PlasMiss Emma Parsons who has
him.
ton’s Thrift Shop, Camden. Spring tics on Party Plan. Liberal coni- been a recent guest of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Grant w’ere
clothes now on lay-away plan missions for advanvement.
Mrs. Lewis Burgess left Monday
and some bargains in winter
HABAURA SALES CO.
dinner guests on Saturday of Mr.
for
her
home
in
Plainville,
Conn.,
clothes to put away for next year.
23 Tower Circle
and Mrs. Chester F. Dyer.
riding back with Harland Dear
Who can afford to turn down these
Bath. Maine
A public dance sponsored by the
bargains? Good quality clothes
25*27 born and daughter Miss Betty of
Lions Club was held at Nebo
for less than some cheap new
Meriden,
Conn.,
who
have
spent
a
Accounting and Bookkeeping
clothes. Bring in the spring
few days at their Vinalhaven Lodge on Saturday evening. Prin
Service
clothes your family have out
cipal Dana Smith of the high
Income
Tax
Reports
home.
grown, someone else can use :
school had charge of the music.
HENRY
A.
LEONARD
Mrs.
Grover
Babbidge
gave
a
them and see all the other items,
Tel. 52-5
Union luncheon on Wednesday in honor of The dance was well attended.
Including ice and roller skates at
22*33
Foy W. Brown, young son of Mr.
UPTON'S THRIFT SHOP. 39 Union
her niece, Miss Emma Parsons of
street, Camden.
24-26
WE repair and service all Plainville, Conn. Guests present and Mrs. James E. Brown, met
SHOATS for sale. 3‘i months makes of sewing machines and were Mrs. Grace Cooper, Mrs. with an accident in the boat shop
old, nice write Chester sows, vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW- Nina Hopkins, Mrs. Orilla Samp this week which necessitated some
Would make excellent breeding ING MACHINE CO.,
395 Main
stitches, but Foy is still smiling
stock. Have some other nice I street, Rockland, Tel. 1724. 8-tf son, Mrs. Alta Burgess and Mrs. and getting along O. K.
Emma, the
shoats IRA H. WALTER Wald..-I MUSIC Lessons, Trumpet, Trom- Mercedes Oldroyd.
The “Travelers” are again in
boro RFD 2, Box 34. 2l- miles bone, Clarinet, Saxophone and guest of honor, was presented with
Maine. Mrs. Mellie Gillis is at the
north from Moody's Diner. 24*26 Accordion. GIFFORDS. TeL 146 a purse of money.
Richard Winslow of Vinalhaven. home of her daughter, Mr. and
754x9 ALL New Wool Hand
121tf
braided ruig for sale. MRS. CLIF
a student at Gorham Teachers Mrs. Parker Crockett in Portland
FORD ROBINSON. Warren, Tel.
College, was the guest of his for a short time. Mrs. Eda LeadCRestwood 3-2865.
23-25
brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. better is in Camden and Hon.
| ONE Car Garage Space wanted.
Colon Winslow on Sunday, the Sherman Baird in Hope for the
Wine GARAGE. P O. Box 666.
ATTENTION KNITTERS
“Dick” is to drive the weekend, and w’ill soon be back
Roekland, Maine.
25-27 19th.
Cushman
bakery cart this sum home.
BOTANY YARN
HOUSEHOLD help wanted last
Schools began again on Monday,
mer
for
Colon
and he and his wife
two weeks in March and month
the
27th, under the same teachers,
For Sale at
ot April. CALL 132.
25-27 will live in the bungalow of Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Calderwood on high school, principal Dana Smith,
PAINTING and Paperbanging,
20% Discount
assistant, Miss Jordan. Grades:
inside and out, all work positively Sea View street.
Also Complete Assortment of guaranteed. Will furnish material Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Joy have John Sample, Fannie Ames and
Edith Mills.
Work accepted Warren to Camden,
Knitting Books
I have been informed that
i Estimates free.
VAN E. RUSWILL HELP BEGINNERS
AND
I SELL. Phone 676-M
Post Office
spring is really here. John Leri
Box
701.
Rockland
73tf
MARY BROWN
mond’s boat has been painted and
FOUND
38 HOLMES STREET
LISTINGS wanted. Tracts, cot
In Warren near monument — w’ill soon be ready for use. Lew’is
or I AI.L 1675
tages, camps, farms, homes, busi Black and White Young Male Haskell painted the bottom, which
24-26
nesses. etc., etc. Our company Hound.
means spring, that with the pussy
advertises to over 4.000.000 news
Near Orff’s Corner in Waldoboro willows reported by Maud Simp
paper
and
farm
paper
readers
’
—Adult White and Brown Male
AN Ideal Opportunity to own a
son and Colon Winslow. Some
fine car as I no longer have use every week. Mails thousands of big Setter-Collie mixed.
catalogs
every
year.
This
adver

In Thomaston near brook
3 Robins have been here all winter,
for it. I am offering my 1954 Buick
so we can’t count that old sign.
Roadmaster, 4 door sedan for sale, tising is free to owners but is colored Male Collie Pup.
Under Dog Law — Call ROCK
oqiupped with dynaflow, power reserved for properties that repre
Mr. Denver, the editor and poli
sent
the
best
value
for
the
price
LAND 1690.
25*27 tical writer of The Kennebec Jour
steering, power brakes, radio with
asked.
Cecil
L.
Pendleton.
Rep.,
rear
speaker, heater, rear
nal, will be the guest speaker at
seat lighter, best quality seat cov FOUR EFFS REALTY, 77 Sum
22*30
REAL ESTATE
the North Haven Men’s Club on
ers, chrome window vents, side mer St., Rockland, Maine.
Tuesday, March 6. (Monday the
rear view' mirror, wrhite wall tires,
BABY Carriages, High Chairs,
NEW Homes for sale:
Three
porcelainized exterior finish, 8500 cribs, mattresses, walkers, bassi
bedroom modern homes with v'ew 5th being Town Meeting). The
guaranteed actual mileage, a nettes wanted, also toppers and of harbor. Large lots at Penbay evening session wall be open to all.
chance to save $1750 from ori other spring clothes.
UPTON'S Acres. Oak floors, plastered walls
ginal cost. VERNAL WALLACE, THRIFT SHOP, 39 Union street,
and ceiling: modern kitchen and
If today’s dollar does talk it
Warren, Tel. CRestwood 3-2551
Camii
j i 2»;
bath. FHA financing—$1600 down. must always be saying “good
23-25
Monthly payments $63.14. See our bye”.
Salesmen wanted
OXYGEN and Acetylene Cylind
home.
MORGAN
C.
Unlimited earnings under our model
ers for sale. Why lease or pay de salary and commission plan. All ELMER. Contractor — Telephone
murrage? The best deal in towm beneflts including life insurance, Roekland 319 or Camden 3130
EGGS
CHICKS
on gases, equipment and supplies. hospital and dependents. Car (evenings).
25-36
discount on all torches and necesoary.
SEX-LINK chicks from Maint
Apply by phone to
A substantial and well-painted
regulators. MORRIS GORDON & TEL. 1724 for appointment. 8-tf 8-room house in good condition U. S. Approved Pullorum typhoid
SON. Rockland.______________19-tf
clean for sale.
An exceptiona
TWENTY-FOUR I1R. Photo Ser and in central location in Camden
PROMPT Relief — Piles, Psoria vice. Ask for it at your local store village for sale. Good view of cross for good livability, large
DUTCH
sis, Eczema, Chap. “Roberts Re or at GIFFORD'S, Rockland, Me. P"rt-bscot Bay. House adapted for eggs and heavy birds.
NECK HATCHERY. Melville W
liable Salve”, Effective 65 yrs.
1-tf either 1 or 2 families. Hi baths,
3 bedrooms, modem kitchen. Fine DAVIS. Tel. TEmple 2-9480, Wal
Satisfaction Guaranteed, 3-1 oz.
DON'T discard your old or hi' h basement with large shower, doboro. Maine.
8-'.'
cans.-$l 00. Postpaid. ROBERTS
F^MACYfu^FallZ'-Maine"
'UT'Ure .C‘!1 H
hot water heat hy oil, chance for
CLEMENTS CHICKS — Rugged
NEWMAN
for
restoring
and
re
rumpus room. 2 barns, one at
17*51
finishing
48 Masonic St
Tel tached with loft. Large lot land “Maine-Bred" to live better, pro
NEW Cast Iron Furnaces for ’106-M.
ltl with garden sfX)t. An excellent duce better. Red-Rocks (Black
Sex-Link Pullets), White Leg
Mie for coal, wood, installed with
IRON Steel Metal Rage anc h-m- for $131X0. AI.LEN INSUR horns, Rhode Island Reds and
3 pipes only $300. Also forced air
Batteries
wanted
Call
123 ANCE AGENCY. David H. Mont Golden Crosses for laying flocks
oil systems. 275 gal. tank install
MORRIS GORDON ft SON, Cor gomery, Pres., Tel. Camden 2296. W’hite Rocks for broilers and
ed by experts in 1 day complete, Leland and T««
Rockland __ ________ _______________
25-11 I hatching eggs. Maine — U. S. Apno upset. Anywhere. Nothing to
*a
Prices
On the sea. Year 'round home ! proved Pullorum Clean.
pay ’til May, then take 36 moa.
with 1000 ft. frontage on sea for reasonable — Write CLEMENTS
We call. Write today. SUPERIOR
!
CHICKS
INC.,
Route
33.
Wijtersale. 8 rms., 3 baths, forced hot
HEATING CO., 351 Sherwood
(1 >
air furnace, oil tired. 2 fireplaces. i port Maine
St., Portland, Tel. Sp. 3-8617.
........... .... ......
16*30
FOUR Room Apartment at 57 All furn. & elec, equip, incl. in
TWO Copper Hot Water-Boilers G1,ason street. Thomaston, to let. sale. Guest cottage and 4 acres
with fittings for sale, $35. Also Runn>n'k
and tlush. Easy to of land. All in excellent condition.
end heater. $25; slate set tub. heat' 500 ft from Route ’■ R<‘f'1" SECURITY REAL ESTATE CO..
AFTER February 25th I wil’
$10.
A $650 cash register used '“"cos required.
H. B KALER, Dorothy Dietz. Camden 2117 or pay no bills except those contract
25-lt ed by me in person. WTLUAM
three years for $250. Electric Washington, Maine. Tel. 5 25 24-26 8897.
washing machine, like new. tub- I SUNNY 3 rm., 1st floor apt. to
WINSLOW.
25*27
wringer type, only $35 CHARLES let: fine lor . hath h&r water.
GIRLS — one year course in the
E. BICKNELL, n. Phone 1647-W adults. 87 NORTH MAIN ST. 24 28
FOR REAL ESTATE nursing care of children. For High
11-tf
wallpaper Steamer to let by
School graduates, 17 or older. Full
Austin D. Nelson maintenance and cash allowance.
POULTRYMEN Attention7~Herc day or night.
CARR'S WALL
Write N. E. PEABODY HOME.
IS your opportunity to convert PAPER AND I*AIN’T CTR.. 486
CALL 928
Newton Center 59. Mass.
24-25
your broiler houses to hot water Main street._________________ 24-tl
41 Limerock St
Rockland
heat. I have three second hand
ATTRACTIVELY Furn. Apt. for
MARY CUNNINGHAM, Modern
148-tf
.
I
hot water boilers with a capacity discriminating adults to let; 1 or
School of Dancing. Ballet, Tap, 2
of 465 ft. of hot wateT radiation 2 bediooms, central location,
SIX Room House with cellar A to 5 p. m. and Ball Room 6 to
for sale. Should be enougn for a references. TEL. 1620 .
23-25
shed for sale, 24 Lower Broad 7 p. m. every Monday at the Tow
10,000 bird house. Price $85.
THREE Room Ip-*..,
Furn way. Lights & W’ater. $2,700. I will er Room. Community Bldg., Rock
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II. apt to |Pt. Continuous hot water. hold mortgage. V. F. STUDLEY. land; Ballet and Tap 2 to 5 p. m.
every Wednesday at the Wey
Phone 1647-W.________________ 11-tf tel. 1074-M.
23-25 172 Broadway.
14-tf
mouth Grange Hall in Thomaston,
FOR SAI.E
UNFURN. Apt. in Thomaston
and Ball Room every other week.
Pistols, shotguns, rifles, tele- to let, four rms. and bath. S'.ove in
____________
______
17-tf
•cope sights, mounts, ammunition, kitchen 19 BREWSTER ST., or
WELL! WELL! WELL!
b&ndloading supplies, and other Tel. 1051-R.
22 tf
Cousens' Realty
shooting accessories. CAMDEN
If it is water you need, write
UNFURN 5 rms. and hath to
Business Opiwrtnnities
SPORTING GOODS,
N let. elec. h. w. heater, furnace
R. W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill
_
ov
. n ,(Allan
a
Cottages. Lots and Dwellings
Forsyth). She
Sherman s Point, Phone
. . ,
r.
b. .. heat,
ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135
„
__ S__ a26'5
,-,
garage. Reasonable. CAIJ.
Camden
1-tf
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
21 LIMEROCK ST.
23-25
plan also available, no down pay
UNFURNISHED heated 4 room
ment necessary. Member of New
TEL
1538
and
bath
apt.
to
let.
Electric
range
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC
England and National Association.
Yonr
| and refrig., all the hot water you
_______________________________1-tf
across from Post Office
can use free. Newly renovated.
OBOSLEY-BENDIX
152-tf
$12.50 per week.
Adults perfer-

FOR

FOR SALE

WANTED

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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AROUND THE CLOCK IN KNOX
HOSPITAL AS THE PATIENT
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HORIZONTAL
1-To caution against
5-Definite article
8-Bristle (Bot.)
12- Large lake
13- Residence (abbr.)
14- U nits
15- Cuddle

57

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
46-Comrades
48-Ofcserved
51-Horn
53-Nattier
55- Sly (Scot.)
56- Numbers (abbr.)
58- Heart
59- Beginner
60- Pronoun
61- lreland

17-Decide
19- Dakota (abbr.)
20- -T erminated
22- Note in Guido’s scale
23- Type measure
VERTICAL
25- Noise
1- Go
26- Railroad (abbr.)
27- Traverses in a car
2- Surface
30-Passageway
3- Hazarded
33- Conjunctlon
4- Lace fabric
34- To expand
5- Tendency
35- Comparative suffix
6- Pronoun
36- Prohibit
7- Prussian city
38-Taut
8- Drunkard
40- The (Sp.)
9- Penetrates
41- Terminate
10- Narrate
43- Musical note
11- On the ocean
44- Small bed
16-The (Fr.)

Friendship
HELEN FALES
Correspondent
Tel. Temple 2-9954

54
56
bl

VERTICAL (Cont.)
18-Suffix to form past
tense
21-Far
24—Disk of merit
26- Horseman
27- Length measure
28- Anger
29- A title
30- An insect
31- The (Fr.)
32- Be fore
37-Nicer
39-O!dest and wisest
member of a group
41- Gains
42- Compact
44- Hurl
45- Sole
46- Myself
47- Prefix. Apart
49- Combining form. Air
50- Singing bird
52-Lion (Lat.)
54—High card
57-lnterjection
—

Giving hypos and oxygen.

At 5 p. m. the chefs and cooks ar
rive
To prepare meals for the day;
!
This is quite a hustle and bustle,
It has always been that way.
'
At 6 a. m. there’s the basins again,
Towels, combs and brushes
Everett is well known for his And thinking of the breakfast to
come,
boundless humor. His cartoons,
They .start and everybody rushes.
antics and comments in three
months at the Maple street insti At 7 a. rn. there’s another change.
tution have been good medicine And a complete new set of girls
for those who have been fortunate With a cheery word and a little
smile.
enough to be in touch with him.
Now up and about in a wheel They get right into the whirls.
chair, his tours of the hospital At 8 a. m. the real day starts,
have become occasions ■which will You bathe and shave and such,
be remembered long after he is It makes you feel like a million,
discharged to resume his normal You will enjoy it just that much.
way of life. A cheery word for a
patient down in the dumps, a joke At 9 a. m. the doctors come
to pep up another and some quip Start checking their operations.
to put a whole ward in good hu To see that everything is O. K.
mor has eased the long hours and And that there are no complica
tions.
days for many.
At 10 a. m. the mail arrives
AROUND THE CLOCK
Greetings, letters and cards
IN KNOX HOSPITAL
Containing get well wishes
“Health is Wealth.” is a proverb | By yards and yards and yards.
Often I’ve heard it said
! At 11 a. m. we get ready for
One can get such rosy cheeks
lunch
Just lying still in bed.
With appetites all ready to eat

i

i.i
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Everett Blethen who is now in
his 13th week as a patient at Knox
Hospital due to knee injuries received in a fall, dashed off the
following verses between 5 and 7
a. m. a day or two ago. They tell
of the activities of a busy hospitai, from a patient’s viewpoint,
the clock around.
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I

To give you an idea of how it’s
done
I will tell you what happens here
ft looks so complicated
So I will try to make it clear.

!

i And the food Ls so darn tasty
That every meal is a treat.

1 So you see that every hour
j Through all the twenty-four,
! Guarding the health of loved ones
To the average person looking in And caring for many more.
It is a shop to cure the sick
It isn’t just an institution
But that is something to forget
1 That gives out pills and pills
You had better do it quick.
, To keep you up and going,
It is open the entire -twenty-four And treats you for your ills.

hours
Does not ever need a lock
So just let’s take a little trip.
You can follow me around
clock.

the

Our heart beats 12 hours each day.
And 12 hours every night.
The hospital is our beacon.
It is really a guiding light.

Set this beacon glowing

At 12 noon everyone has lunch
And increase its candle pow’er
After that the nurses can eat.
The ambulance crew, consisting
It’s there for your protection.
But delivering trays to over fifty Regardless of the hour.
of Betty Roberts, Kathleen Weed.
beds
Phyllis Conary, and Everett Pen
Dollars and cents w’on’t buy a
Keeps people on their feet.
der. took Mrs. Alma Lee to Knox
life
Hospital on Friday.
At 1 p. m. with lunch all served
But will build an institution
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stenger
And appetites satisfied
i So remember when they start to
accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Robert
There’s the rush of returning all
build,
I
Beale of Thomaston, to Boston on
the trays,
That they w’ill need your contribu
Wednesday and attended the Ice
tion.
Roland
Berry
thc
counselor. And all the dishes washed and
Follies.
dried.
Choosing the name, “Leaders of
Miss Jeannine E. Cushman, the Way,” the following officers At 2 p. m. the visitors come
THORNDIKEVILLE
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon were elected, William Johnston, To see and cheer the ill,
Jack Croteau of Skowhegan re
Cushman has been named to the president; Judy Weston, vice pres Some talk nothing but operations
Dean's list at Fisher Junior Col ident; Nancy Starrett, secretary; It w’ould be better /to just keep cently visited his father. A. Leroy
Croteau and Mrs. Croteau.
lege for high scholastic achieve Janice Kinney, treasurer and
still.
| John Pushaw had as guest last
ment during the first semes Cynthia Spear, publicity chair
At 3 p. m. there is another change. week. Ted Ames of Vinalhaven.
ter.
man. The group will meet the
Myrven Merrill is driving a 1953
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Neubig have second and fourth Sundays of each A new complete set of nurses.
Ranch wagon.
returned home after spending a month at the chapel between the If there wasn't something every
Mrs. Emily Pushaw who has
hour
few days with their daughter, hours of 7 and 9 p. m.
, been spending the past two months
I couldn’t w’rite these verses.
Mary Jane, in New York City.
R. Waldo Tyler of South Thom
Miss Sylvia Thompson spent the aston, recording secretary of the Just at 4 p. m. the basins come I with her son Harry Pushaw is
weekend with her mother, Mrs. Knox County Fish and Game As So you can wash your hands and now with Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Pushaw.
Julia Thompson.
face
sociation, and out of door colum
I
Lester Merrill and Leroy Cro
C. Wilfred Brann and Mrs. Alice nist for The Courier-Gazette will There is quite a lot of washing
teau attended court in Rockland
Flood were overnight guests of present an illustrated talk on Wes
done
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. seweskeag River and the South When you do everyone in the Tuesday.
Several from here attended the
Charles Brann on Friday night. Thomaston Marsh at the March
place.
blueberry meeting and supper
Albert D. Cushman visited with meeting of the Woman’s Club
At 5 p. m. the trays arrive
held at the Grange Hall in South
his son and daughter-in-law, Mr. which will be held at 7.30 p. m.
By nurses, aids and volunteers
Hope Tuesday evening, sponsored
and Mrs. Kelsey Cushman in Thursday night in the club rooms.
And everyone can eat and eat
by Al Nageiberg of New York.
Portland on Saturday.
Guest night will be observed. Mr.
Till they are filled up to their
Mrs. Ruth Crabtree or Rockland
Tyler has assembled colored slides
ears.
was a visitor at Everett Crabtree’s
which he will project that night
| Sunday.
Mrs. Clara Leach will be program At 6 p. m. the siren blows,
WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Grinnell
chairman. Mrs. Stephanie Heath The volunteers go home
1 and children of Orono were Sun
ALENA L STARRETT
cote, Miss Doris Hyler, Mrs. Veino And up and down the corridors
Correspondent
day visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Laiho, Mrs. Edna Moore, Mrs. Jo You can hear the visitors roam.
Telephone CRestwood 8-2491
mond Crabtree.
sephine Moody and Mrs. Katri
At 7 p. m. someone is admitted,
Mrs. Alfred Luce, who has been
Salomaki will act as hostesses.
Carrying a suitcase or a grip
March 3 is the deadline for nom
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Varnum. You can see they have been think a surgical patient at Knox Hos
pital, returned home Friday.
ination papers of those seeking Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smith, Mr. and
ing,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw
election to town office at the Mrs. Edgar Bowman and Mr. and
And worrying about thc trip.
and Mrs. C. M. Richards were in
March election to be filed with Mrs. Guy Stimpson attended the
Now 8 p. m. sees the visitors go
Bangor Friday.
the town clerk. Miss Doris V. Ice Follies in Boston Saturday.
The patients lay back with ease
Hyler. This will allow time for
Glenn Berry, a member of the
. And nurses get you settled down
printing on the ballot.
basketball team of Union attend
SOUTH
WARREN
It is their only aim, to please.
The fire department was called
ed the varsity tournament held in
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Day of Mon
to a chimney fire at the home of
At 9 p. m. the nurses will start Lewiston thc past week. Others
Joseph Leonard at Warren High mouth and Ralph Libby and friend To get you settled and quiet for attending were Mrs. Olive Brown
of Belmont, Mass., were recent
lands Monday morning.
of East Union. Grace Miller, John
night,
Mystery Circle will meet at 7.30 callers at O. B. Libby’s.
Pushaw and Peter Hart.
It takes quite a bit of doing
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Wood of
Wednesday night with Mrs. Edna
As
tt
has
to
be
done
just
right.
Livermore Falls were Saturday
FEDERAL INSURANCE
Moore.
j So 10 p. m. finds nearly all in bed,
COMPANY
Miss Corinne Perkins was home guests of Mrs. Marion Wood.
90 John Street
K?nncth Leavitt, who was re Most of them are asleep
on a week's vacation last week
New York, New York
j and resumed her work in Waldo cently injured in a fall at Rock The nurses wish they could sleep
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1965
through
land, has returned home after
boro.
Bonds,
$73 793.248.64
Stocks,
67.405.918.86
A Pilgrim Fellowship Society for being a patient at Knox Hospital And not let out a peep.
Cash and Bank De
Congregational young people of for several days.
' At 11 p. m. another big change
posits.
8.583.197.26
high school age was organized at
The night shift takes over the task. Agents Balances or Un
Maine produced over 30 million
the chapel Sunday night with Mrs.
collected Premiums, 2.889.619.33
You think it’s going to be quiet
poultry broilers in 1954.
3.147,281.42
That’s a foolish question, don’t | Other Assets.
HEARTHSTONE INSURANCE
ask.
COMPANY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMERICAN MERCHANTS
Total Assets.
$155,819 265.51
B^-'*„n. Massachusetts
Ml'TUAI. INSURANCE CO.
IJABILJTIES, SURPLUS AND
Now 12 p. m. a taxi drives up
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1955
Minneapolis, Minnesota
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31, 1953
And they rush a lady in
Bonds.
$1,086 361.23
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1955
Reserve for Losses. $17,070,855.00
Right
up
to
the
delivery
room,
Real Estate Owned.
107,374.50 Bonds.
$356,532.00
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Cash and Bank De
Now some action is soon to begin.
Cash and Bank De
ment Expenses,
2,363.229.80
posits,
203,952.65
posits.
170.507.42
Reserve for Unearned
At
1
a.
m.
when
thc
doctor
arrives
!
Other
Assets.
3,358.12
Dealer
Agents
Balances
or
Un

rrrrrrsTrrrtTnxrrrrTTty
Premiums.
34.309,567.00
collected Premiums
20.967.14 ! Unless Junior arrives here first
'441 KAIN ST
ROCKLAND a&le. 584 MAIN ST., over Carr’s
PLUMBING and HEATING
Reserve for Taxes.
4.236.921.13
Store. Tel ? -W
20-tf
PHONE 721
Total Assets,
$1,351,046.50 Other Assets.
166.63 An anxious father paces the hall All Other Liabilities, 11,559.904.14
FREE ESTIMATES
181 -tf
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
UNFURN. 4-rm. apt. to let, with
Will always fear the worst.
ARTHUR CULLEN
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 3L1955
Total Assets.
$548,173.19
Total Liabilities.
________
heat, h&c water, waste removed.
$69,540,467.07
H. S. SAVAGE
LICENSED PLUMBER
Reserve
for
Losses,
$153,679.25
At 2 a. m. there’s a man brought Special Surplus
LIABILITIES.
SURPLUS
AND
■hlf LINOLEUMS for sale; reg- Adults only, no pets. Inquire in
12 North St.
Thom&atoa, Me
Reserve
for
Loss
Adjust

OTHER
FUNDS.
DEC.
31.
1955
Funds,
49'
2
WILLOW
ST.
K<M
KLAND
$32,388 79924
uhtr $10.95 for $6 95. NORTH person at 8 BUMMER ST.
13-tf
in
Tel. 234
ment Expenses.
15.016.86 Reserve for Losses.
$44,471.11 With a fracture and lacerations
Capital Paid Up.
10.800.000.00
TEL. 1228
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST.
FURNISHED or Unfurnished
74-tf
i
Reserve
for
Unearned
Reserve
for
Loss
Adjust

Unassigned
Funds
Thomaston.
1-tf apt. to let with tile bathroom,
At this late hour doctors arc
GENERAL
INSURANCE
AND
Premiums.
428.065.34
ment
Expenses.
2.245.59
(Surplus),
43.089,999.20
SPRECHEN SIE
DEUTSCH?
PIPE FOB SALE
heat and hot water, use of auto.
called,
33.323.61 Reserve for Unearned
Surplus as Regards Policy
Translations and private German Reserve for Taxes.
Black and galvanized. All sizes, «'afh. mach.
Centrally located,
REAL ESTATE
All Other Liabilities
45.974.52
Premiums,
342 165.22 There have to be operations.
holders.
$86,278,798.44
Lessons.
Contact
CHARLOTTE
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO . TEL. 632.
12-tf
LOWER RATES ON
Reserve for Taxes.
13.656.07
UPTON,Camden 2088
67-tf
at._________________ 1-tf
FURNISHED Apartment to let
At
3
a.
m.
with
the
injured
eased,
GRANGE INSURANCE
Total Liabilities.
$676,059.58 All Other Liabilities.
38.723.13
Total.
$155,819 265.51
Flj Northeast Airlines, connec
BABY Parakeets for sale, full adults.
Inquire in person at 11
They can leave for home again
25-T-31
tions made for all lines Giffords I Capital Paid Up or
Special Children's Policy
line of parakeet foods and mineral JAMES STREET
147-tf
Total Liabilities.
Statutory Deposit.
$200,000.00
$441,261.12 The weather is never considered,
Rockland Ms
89tf
From
Birth
To
Age
15
health grit. GRACES GARDENS,
HEATED a nd "Unheated “Furn'
] Unassigned Funds
Unassigned Funds
It might be fog, snow or rain.
Also
Mra. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker apts. to let. from $7 to $15 a week.
474 986.92
(Surplus),
$106,912.07
CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS (Surplus),
VARIOUS OTHER
Thomaston. Tel. 374.
1-tf Fully equipped with bath, free hot
RUBBER STAMPS
Now 4 a. m. things are all alive,
cleaned, repaired and Installed,
I Although there is plenty to do till
Surplus as Regards
Surplus as Regards
WINDOW SHADES and BLINDS and cold water, some with elec. 1
LIFE POLICIES
automatic cleaning
equipment
ANY SIZE
Policyholders,
$674,986.92
Policyholders,
$106,912.07
for sale, custom made. Call us. stoves, rubbish removed free. V.
Free inspection and estimates.
On Order nt
_________ then.
SANI SEPTIC 8ERVICE, locally
free installation. Tel. 801.
SEA F. STUDLEY, 77 Park St., Tel. I Real Estate Listings Wanted
THE COURIBI-GAZETTE
23-25
$548,173.19 Checking patients and writing
Total,
$1,351.046 50
Total,
COAST PAINT CO., 440 Main St., , 8060 and 172 Broadway, Tel. 1234.
owned and operated. T«l. Camden
charts
22-T-28
Roctuand.
1-tf
1-tf
3687.
72tf
22-T-28

LOST

FOUND

&
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SENATOR

PAYNE
REPORTS

Increased OAA Payments

The Senate Committee on Fi
nance is currently holding- hear
ings on the Social Security Bill
(H. R. 7225) passed by the House
of Representatives
last year.
Last week I joined as a co-spon
sor of an amendment to this Bill
sponsored by Senators Russell
Long of Louisiana and Walter
George of Georgia, to provide for
an increase in federal financial
support of this state old age as
sistance programs. Tinder the
proposed amendment the maxi
mum payment to old age assist
ance recipients would be in
creased from $55 a month to $65.
The State of Maine would receive
an annual increase of $993,792 in
federal funds for use for its old
age assistance program in addi
tion to the $4,670,000 currently re
ceived. It is estimated that some
13,000 people out of a total of
95,000 over age 65 in Maine re
ceive OAA benefits while another
48,000 over 65 receive regular
(OASI) Social Security benefits.
Many groups, such as farmers,
not originally covered by Social
Security, have to rely on thc OAA
program for pensions. Although it
is estimated that within 20 years
practically everyone over 65 will
be entitled to Social Security or
other retirement income amount
ing to at least $75 a month, the
current plight of persons over 65
who arc not eligible for such ben
efits is of great national concern.
Last year I introduced a bill to
increase maximum OAA pay
ments to $75 a month. My bill also
would have increased federal
support of the aid to blind, aid
to permanently and totally dis
abled, and aid to dependent chil
dren programs. It is hoped that
the proposed atpendment to the
Social Security Bill will be ex
panded to cover these three other
programs. Increased old age as
sistance payments are but one
step in what should be a concert
ed program to attack the prob
lems facing our senior citizens.
Congress should without delay es
tablish a special national com
mission on the problems of aging
and the aged and consideration
should be given to housing, med
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ical oare, recreation, and employ program because I firmly believe
ment programs for senior citi that the principle of trade not aid
zens.
Is sound. But I am even more
New Naval Facility To Be strongly convinced that any tariff
reductions must be considered if
Located in Washington County
they threaten to seriously damage
Early in January it came to my such a traditional mainstay of
attention that the Navy was plan our domestic economy as the tex
ning to locate a new radio trans tile industry.
mitting staion somewhere in the
Miscellany
nqrtheast United States, so I
Other highlights in the past
wrote the Secretary of the Navy
urging the selection of Washing week included a bill co-sponsored
ton County, which was under con by 21 other Senators to reform
sideration. Late in January, I was federal budget and accounting
advised that the location would procedures — attending hearings
be In Washington County, but that before the Commerce Committee
the exact site had not been se on legislation to prohibit trans
mission of alcoholic beverage ad
lected.
Last week. Assistant Secretary vertisements in interstate com
of Navy, Raymond H. Fogler, in merce—initiating a study by the
formed me that a tract of about Banking Committee of the steel
3000 acres several miles north of shortage which is hampering de
Jonesport has been tentatively se fense work in Maine as well as
lected as the site for the new ra needed school and bridge con
dio facility. The Military Con struction — receiving notification
struction Program for 1957. which of allocations of federal funds for
is currently under consideration, airport projects in Maine.

contains a request for authority
to acquire land for the station,
and a request for appropriations
of $2,450 000 for land acquisition,
site preparation and installation
of utilities.
The
appropriation
presently
being requested is the only first
increment for the development of
the station. The Navy estimates
that future appropriations of $17,897,000 will be required for the
completion of the facility. It is
certainly
gratifying
to
have
Maine selected as the location of
a major facility such as this. In
addition to benefitting the econ
omy of Washington County and
the entire State. I am sure the
strategic
location of
eastern
Maine will be in the best inter
ests of the Navy as well.
Textile Tariffs and Imports

One of the recurring problems
of constant concern to the United
States government is that of the
relationship of tariffs to textile
imports. As you know, the level
of textile imports, particularly of
those from Japan, has been stead
ily increasing. Additional stimu
lus was given to the importation
of Japanese cotton cloth and man
ufactured cotton products by the
1955 multilateral General Agree
ments on Tariff and Trade which
took effect last September. The
Japanese government is making
commendable efforts to achieve a
voluntary limitation of her textile
exports to the United States. If,
in spite of these efforts, the level
of imports should continue to rise
further afflicting olr domestic
industryi it may be necessary to
impose quota restrictions on the
import of textiles. I have gener
ally supported an expanded trade

ing.
It ia my feeling that the price
support provisions of the bill are
contradictory to the acreage re
serve program
The price-de
pressing surpluses can only be
eliminated hy the removal of some
land from production. The high
price supports, on the other hand,
will tend to create new surpluses
as rapidly as old ones are re
duced.
S. 3183 also contains several for
estry provisions which should be
of special interest to the people of
Maine, where forests are a pri
mary resource. Under thc pres
ent reforestation program, the
federal government assists the
state governments in the purchase
of trees which are sold to indi
viduals at a reduced cost. Under
the proposed legislation, the De
partment of Agriculture would be
authorized to give financial assist
ance in the actual planting of the
trees. This assistance would prob
ably take the form of payment
for physical assistance in planting
Committee Activities
Congressional activity is rapid by the state Forestry Service.
ly approaching its peak. Last
National Potato Marketing Act
week the Senate was in session
Last Wednesday, Representative
every day with the sessions last McIntire of Maine's Third Con
ing until about seven o’clock in gressional District, introduced in
evening. In addition, it was an the House of Representatives a
extremely busy week committee- bill entitled the National Potato
wise. On Monday and Tuesday Marketing Act. On the same day
the full Senate Interstate and I joined as a co-sponsor of a
Commerce Committee held hear similar bill introduced in the Sen
ings on the problems involved be ate by Senator Margaret Chase
tween VHF and VHF television. Smith. Both these bills would pro
Also on Monday and Tuesday the vide for a national referendum
Aviation Subcommittee of the In among potato farmers to deter
terstate Committee continued its mine whether or not they favor
hearings on the proposal to sepa nation-wide
potato
marketing
rate the Civil Aeronautics Admin standards. Tf two-thirds of thc
istration from the Department of potato farmers voted in favor of
Commerce. The special subcom such standards, then the Secretary
mittee on automobile marketing of of Agriculture would be authorized
the Interstate and Foreign Com to put them into effect. Such leg
merce Committee heard testimony islation if enacted would establish
last week from automobile dealers U. S. No. 2 as the lowest grade
concerning practices currently fol for potatoes in commerce. The
lowed by the major car manufac proposed legislation would place
turers. On Friday of last week the high standards already prac
the Senate Banking and Currency ticed by the Maine potato indus
Committee continued its hearings try, on a national basis, and would
on the bill to regulate bank hold prevent the flooding of the market
with inferior low-quality products.
ing companies.

Agricultural Act of 1956 (S.3183)
Last Wednesday the Senate be
gan debate on the Agricultural Act
of 1956 (S. 3183). Briefly this bill
proposes a return to mandatory
high price supports on basic com
modities and also provides for the
establishment of an acreage re
serve program which would com
pensate producers for removing
acreage from cultivation.
The
acreage reserve program, based
on the soil bank plan recommend
ed by President Eisenhower and
the Department of Agriculture, is
designed to eliminate the sur
pluses which have accumulated in
recent years because of overplant-
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CASTINE MIDDIES VISIT BARBADOS,

PLAN TO CROWN MISS STATE OF

MAINE ON LAST DAY OF CRUISE

West Indies and departed for the previous evenings liberty ashore.
430 mile, scheduled two day trip
Down In the engine room aboard
to visit at St. Thomas in the Vir the State of Maine, tbe detail to
gin Islands.
paint out tbe entire engine spaces
Barbados, known as the Riviera got underway. Working in 12 hour
of the Caribbean, offered much to shifts, the work started while en
the Midshipmen in the way of en route to Barbados, and has pro
tertainment, while the interesting gressed on schedule. In the en
customs and modes of living of gine room the temperature is close
the peopfle on the Island supplied to 120, so one couldn’t be blamed
educational values for the visit if his thoughts wandered back to
ors from Maine.
Maine, and the wish for a hugh,
The four day stop over at cooling snow bank to dive into.
The midshipmen have instigated
Bridgetown marked the third
visit for Maine Midshipmen and a program that will result in a
officers in six years, so the op lady friend of some midshipman
portunity presented itself to re being crowned queen of tbe “S.
new acquaintances and continue S. State of Maine”. The contest is
open to an midshipmen with the
friendships of many years.
The American vice-consul and specification that they submit the
picture of only one of their girl
his wife Mr. and Mrs. Edward
friends. Three officers have been
NozigHa, entertained officers and
put on the spot to chose a queen
cadet-officers from
the
ship,
prominent Barbados officials and from the photographs submitted.
The young lady chosen from the
American business men and their
wives, at their home on Thursday photographs submitted will be
crowned queen of tbe S. S. State
evening. On Friday evening the
of Maine, at a ceremony planned
Royal & Merchant Navy Welfare
for Sunday morning March 18, on
League of Barbados sponsored a
the trip from Portland to Castine,
dance at the Barbados Aquatic
when many state officials, par
Club for 80 midshipmen.
ents of the midshipmen and
On Saturday evening the mid friends of the Academy will be
shipmen and officers were guests aboard.
at the Club Morgarif where the
Academy dance orchestra provided
Free Folder For
the music.
Barbados, where it is always
summer, certainly has
every Parents of Preright to their claim of having
School Children
some of the finest beaches in the
world. Crystal clear blue water
■’The Child Wonders About Re
against a background of pure ligion” is the title of the new
white sand, enchanced by bath
mother and dad circular which
ing beauties, offered a provocative
invitation to spend hours swim has just been received at the ex

Photo by Langlois
Midshipman Ralph Hanson, Rockland, paints on thc engine room ming and sun bathing. Not an un tension office in Rockland. "The
hatch, while Midshipman William Sawyer of Orrington, climbs up from pleasant thought at all when news Child and His Feelings” was the
! the engine room ladder to check on the job. Hanson is a freshman,
paper clippings from Maine re name of the previous circular.
Sawyer a junior classman, majoring in engineering.
ceived aboard ship indicated that These circulars are prepared for
----Aboard
“State
of ‘Maine’’, much snow had fallen producing the Maine Extension Service by
with Senator Bush of Coimecticut Bridgetown, Barbados, B. W. I., stalled automobiles, stranded pe
Mrs. Wilma Hazlett of Orono and
in sponsoring a bill (S. 3272) de Feb. 18.
destrians and
unhappy snow are available upon request, for
signed to provide a long-term pro
any parents of pre-school cnilOver 4000 miles has been cover shovel ers.
Aboard ship the midshipmen dren. It is not required that par
gram for flood control. Flood con ed, six ports visited and six weeks
trol projects are generally too have expired, since the Maine labored on at their assigned du ents be Extension members to re
costly for states to undertake Maritime Academy training ship ties to keep the shp in shape, and ceive these tree bulletins. Any
alone, and federal aid in the past “State of Maine”, left Castine on to maintain the standards set by parents of pre-school children
,has been too limited in scope to Jan. 7, for the annual training the officers in keeping up with who wish to have their names
Federal Aid For Schools In
I their academic work. In spite of placed on the mailing list may do
I furnish the necessary assistance. cruise to the Caribbean.
Federally Impacted Areas
1 S. 3272, if enacted, would broaden
The “State of Ma ne”, carrying a hot tropical sun, keeping the so by telephoning or writing to
Last week I joined with Senator federal participation in flood con 198 Midshipmen, training to be temperature close to 90, the mid Mrs. Mabel K. Folsom, Home
William Fulbright of Arkansas in trol projects so that the projects come officers in the U. S. Naval shipmen in the deck department Demonstration Agent, Knox-Lin
sponsoring two bills that would needed in New England and other Reserve, and the U. S. Merchant kept at their maintenance on the coln County Extension Association,
place on a permanent basis pro areas of the nation could be under Marine, spent four days at the ship with only an occasional pause Box 415. Rockland, telephone 1111,
grams which provide federal fi taken.
Island of Barbados in the British for a coke and to chat about th? Rockland.
nancial assistance for school con
struction and operation in areas
affected by activities of the Fed
eral Government. It is only equit
able for the Federal Government
to assume at least part of the in
figure it this WAY! For as little as 95 cents a week more
creased costs of education caused
by the impact of its activities. The
than you’d pay for a small hardtop in the "lowest price field”—you
two programs, one for construction
and the other for assistance in the
can step up to the biggest, best looking, most luxurious hardtop
cost of operation, have been ex
tended periodically since their en
in the "medium price field”. .. the Dodge Coronet V-8 Lancer!
actment in 1950. To date, Maine
communities have received a total
of $577,675 under the school opera
tion program, and a total of $1,810.954 under the school construc
tion program. Placing these pro
grams on a permanent basis will
enable federally-affected commun
ities to plan their school programs
with a greater degree of certainty
in the future.
Flood Control Legislation
Since the disastrous floods in
New England and on the West
Coast, as well as in other parts of
the country, there has been in
creasing concern over the devel
opment of effective flood control
programs. Last Friday I joined

1 foiei) -t{t£. 15mA)
■to Hil'tow BoJtwv

Your King Size Buy-by far!
’56 DODGE Coronet
. . . What a tedious, time-taking task shopping used to be!
Recognized brands were few and far between. Reliable standards for
judging value were difficult to come by. Mostly it was a
matter of foot-work, guess-work and hope-for-the-best. How much
easier and simpler shopping is today! For one thing, the modern
shopper hereabouts has an accurate and comprehensive buying guide in
the advertising columns of this newspaper. Here she looks the
whole market over carefully compares values, makes up her mind
what and where to buy ... all before she ever leaves home. Here, too,
the modern merchant finds the road wide open to volume selling.
His ads here reach the greatest possible number of prospective
customers . .. generate peak pulling power ... at lowest cost!

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
SHOPPING starts in the pages of THIS NEWSPAPER

fJo
Ckteit iWev

The friendly Manger Hotel is just
a hop, skip and jump from
BUNKER HILL • OLD NORTH CHURCH
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
AT THE NAVY YARD
Welcome lo Boston’s newest, most
convenient hotel. Direct entrance
from North Station, adjacent park
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
airy rooms has its own bath and

Here is the value that will change your idea
about “price class.” The King Size Dodge
Coronet actually brings you more length, looks
and luxury, more big car roominess and big ear
ride, than other cars in the “medium price field”
—even those costing a thousand dollars more!

Yet, Ihe exciting news is this! For all its size, com
fort, performance and style, the King Size Dodge
Coronet is priced right down with ihe lowest.
In fact, you can own a Dodge Coronet V-8
Lancer hardtop for only about 95 rents <i week

Size it up with others in
the medium price field

radio.
FROM

Car “B"

Dodge is 6.9 inches longer

Cor “M”

Dodge is 5 6 inches longer

Cor ’ 0"

Dodge is 7.7 inches longer

Cor ?■’

Dodge is 6.4 inches longer

$5.50 Single • $8.00 Double

NORTH STATION BOSTON
FOR RESERVATIONS
Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Gen. Mgr.

•

Other Monger Hotel* in:
Nra Ywt, N. T. * Wadun^w*. D C
SwtoM, Mom. • Cleveland, Okie
tedMtter, N. V. • Orend Rapid,. Midi.
Seveaaek, Oa.

More legroom front and rear* More hiproom front and rear!
Wider doors! Greater steering wheel clearance! More rear
deck spare1 New *56 Dodge is bigger inside and out) looks
bigger! Rides bigger! Is bigger!

more than the same body style in the small car field.

Why settle for a small car when a new ’56 Dodge
Coronet brings you so much more for so little
more! And why settle for a “stripped down”
model of one of the medium priced cars when a
full-size, full-styled, full-powered Dodge Coronet
can be yours for less! There’s a full line of Dodge
Coronets to choose from: 2-door and 4-door
sedans, 2-door and 4-door Lancer hardtops, and
a dashing convertible.
Come in and see the Dodge Coronet today.

Push-button driving
'and record-hreoking performance!

Price it against small cars
in the ‘‘low price field”
Cor "C"

Dodge is 14.5 inches longer

Cor “F"

Dodge is 13.5 inches longer

At a touch of your finger, you
command the greatest performing
ear on the road today—bar none! The
new ’56 Dodge shattered every
record in the book including
world records held by foreign
cars—in its 14-dav official run on
Bonneville Salt Flats. The ’56
Dodge V-8 holds more records than
all other American cars combined!

Yet Dodge costs only $411 a month
more (less than 95 cents a week!;*
♦Comparing price of Dodge V-8 Coronet Lancer against
average price of some body style of the "low price 3.”
Price difference based on 24-month financing after
down payment.

H

Vo/up Leader of the Forward Look

Dodge Dealers present: Danny Thomas in “Make Room for Daddy,” Bert Parks in “Break the Bank,” The Lawrence Welk Show-all on ABC-TV —

ELLERY T. NELSON, Inc.
515 Main St., Rockland, Maine

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 28 1956
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THOMASTON
New* and Social Item*, Notices and Advertisements may be tent
or telephoned to
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 156-11
Miss Jean MacFarland and Miss
Evelyn Faulkner of Boston w-ere
weekend quests of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert MacFarland.
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Fuller
and son Stephen have returned to
their home in Albion after spend
ing the weekend as guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Blake.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Gray. Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Childs. Mrs.
John Robinson and Mrs. Harry
Gillis attended the Ice Follies in
Boston last week.
Peter Lynch has returned to his
teaching duties at Granby. Conn.,
after spending several days with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Lynch.
Mrs. John Upham and son. John
were overnight guests Saturday of
Mr. and Mrs. Milfred Kenniston in
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Schildt of
Holeb and Mrs Ellen Wall of
Brooklyn. N. Y., have returned to
their homes after being guests at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Korpinen. being called here by the
illness of their mother. Mrs. Eli-

The fire department was called
to the Phoebe Starrett house on
Gay street, now occupied by Henry
Wadwell, Sunday afternoon to exMnguish a fire started in rubbish
>" ‘h<> shed Fire Chief Anderson
estimated $200 damage
The fire department was called
to the Beehive on North Street
Sunday evening about 9 45. Fire,
caused by a flooded space heater
in the apartment of Mrs. Pauline
Bergendahl, did slight damage.
A Lenten Parish Conference for
members of St. John’s Episcopal
Church will be held Wednesday
evening at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Hollis Young on Beechwood
street. A 6.30 picnic supper will
be served.
Cub Scout Pack 215 will hold its
annual blue and gold banquet
Wednesday evening at 6.30 at the
Federated Church. Those attending are reminded to bring dUhe.
The Contract Club met Friday
aft<‘rn0°n with Mrs. Harry SweenPrlzes were a'vard('d to Mr«
Ar,hur Elliot and Mre May"ard
SPear Other *uests were: Mrs
William Flint, Mrs. R. H. Tanner,
Mrs. Emerson Lamb and Mrs.
| Emerson Lambe and Mrs. Flor
ence Gardiner.

nor Schildt.
Mrs. Harold Dana is visiting her
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. James Dana in Boston.
Miss Doris Seekins has returned
to her studies at Nason College in
Springvale after a week' visit with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Philip1
Seekins.
Miss Patricia Mitchell has returned to her home in Boothbay
Harbor after being a guest at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. George
Hall.
Mrs. Raymond Schwartz has returned home from Boston where
she attended the dog show at the
Mechanics Building.
Tattersol,
her Dalmatian puppy, won first
prize in the puppy class and reserve winners and Tic-Toc took
third prize in the puppy class. Miss
Floi'ine Brooks and Miss Eleanor
Brooks
accompanied
Mrs.
Schwartz to Boston.
Freddy Cullen and Norman Anderson, who enlisted in the Army,
are receiving their basic training
at Fort Dix, N. J.
Mrs. Marian Winslow and Harold Page of Damariscotta were
Friday guests of Mrs. Inez Keyes,
Mrs. Lawrence Bell and daughter of Orono are spending a few
da/s as guests of her parents, Mr
and Mrs. Ralph Carroll.
Mrs. George Rogers was overnight guest Saturday in Portland
where she visited her father, Cornelius Overlook, at the Congress
Square Hotel and Mrs. Overlook
at the Maine General Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts, Jr.,
entertained at a family dinner
party Saturday night in honor of
the birthday of Mrs. Watts'
mother, Mrs. Henry Stanley of
* , Head.
j
az* j« w.
Owls
Attending
were.
Mi.
Stanley, Mr. and Mrs. Walfrid
Saastamoinen and daughter, Kris
ti and the Watts’ daughter, Kerry.

JS

LOCATION

in BOSTON
’S..'.

HOTEL •

'ourcune
YEHLOOKING SOSTON COMMON

hondyto
SHOPNNG • THEATRES
SUBWAYS * HISTORIC
SITES • BUSINESS
DISTRICTS

ACCOMMODATIONS

Reasonably Priced!
NO CHARGE

MARKING AVAILABLE

9

e

THI

INTIMATE COCKTAIL LOUNGB
Eileen Sutherland

of

tha

Hammond Organ

.-'<K

A NEW ADVENTURE IN

DELIGHTFUL DINING

6s
TREMONT AND BOYLSTON STREETS
THOMAS J. WAISH.

G«a«,oJ

______________

‘25/50/100^200

Miss Ruby Fixel has arrived
in Thomaston to assist the Senior
Parents’
Club
in
presenting
“Hometown Jubilee.” The local
talent, all star comedy revue will
be staged at Watts Hall in .Thom
aston. March 7-8 at 8.30 for the
benefit of the senior class trip to
Washington.
Miss Fixel comes to town highly
recommended. She attended col
lege at University of Virginia and
and has been interested in little
theatre work.
In an interview
with Miss Fixel she said. “I am
really enthusiastic about the prospects of an outstanding show in
Thomaston. I know I shall enjoy
my stay here very much.
When the curtain rises on
“Hometown Jubilee.” it brings a
two-hour fun-fest to cast and audience alike. Clever and unusual
stunts, skits and gags at- a fast
moving pace of rip-roaring enter
tainment.
Miss Fixel is with Redpath-Hor- <
ner tbp famous old Chautauqua
Company.
-------------------==============

IN SERVICE
When making out yonr will re
member your church and ^OUr
hospital.

*r

MISS SARAH W. LITTELL
Mias Sarah Watts Littell, 92,
died at her home 138 Main street,
Feb. 26 She was born in Buxton,
Oct. 3. 1963.
For many years she was a clerk
with the former Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Department Store. There are no
known survivors.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday (today) at 2 p. m. from
Burpee Funeral Home with Rev.
George H. Wood officiating. Inter
ment will be in Achorn Cemetery.
Please omit flowers.

Petitions for Probate of Will ,
allowed: Estate Annie F. Hahn.
late of Rockland. Stuart C. Burges« of Rockland. Exr.;
Estate
Emma M. Hope, late of St.
George, Wallace G. Hope and
Nina K. Hope, of Ramsey. New
Jersey, Exrs.;
Estate
Alfred
Bruce Higigs.
late of Rockport.
Lucille Higgs Thibault.
Exx.;
Estate William A. Seavey, late of
Rockland, William Paul Seavey of
Rockland. Exr.:
Estate Flora
Scott, late of Camden, William
Scott of Camden. Exr.;
Estate
Edith S. Bachelder, late of Rockland, Adelbert R. Bachelder of
Rockland. Exr.; Estate Ethel M.
MaoCausland. late of South Thomaston. Ethel Godfrey of South
Thomaston. Exx.; Estate Alice
Goddard Waldo, late of Friendship. Charles Gilbert Waldo. Jr.,
of Grosse Point Farms, Michigan,
and Kenneth K. Stowell of Bronsviille, New York, Exrs.; John
Hendrickson, late of South Thomaston, John Oliver Niemi of South
Thomaston. Exr

tiled by Milton L. Prescott. Admr.
c.t. a.; Nellie M. Payson, late of
Camden, eighth account filed by
Alexander R. Gillimor. Trustee;
Job H. Montgomery, late of Camden, 12th account filed by Harold J. Wilson and Alexander R.
Gillmor,
Trustees;
Mabel H.
Thorndike, late of Rockland, first
and final account filed by Harold
S. Leach. Exr.; Schuyler E. Day,
late of Camden, first account filed
by David H. Day and Theresa M.
Bielen and Elsie Mayo Day. Exrs.;
Louise Nathalie Grace, late of
Roslyn, N. Y., first and final account filed by Joseph Peter Grace,
Jr., and William G. Hollaway,
Exrs.
Petitions for Probate of Will
filed for notice: James G. Thompson, late of Rockland, Hoyt Gillum Thompson of Niagara Falls,
N. Y., named Exr.; May N. Jones,
late of St. George, Maurice Jones
of St. George named Exr.; Inez
Carleton, late of Rockport, Theodore Simmons of Orono, Exr.
Petition for License to sell Real
Estate filed for notice: Estate Mil
Petitions
for
Administration
|
dred M. Havener, later of Rock
'granted: Estate, Nan B. Higgs,
land. filed by Fred T. Spaulding
i late of Rockport. Lucille Higgs
of Rockland, Admr.
j Thibault of Rockport.
Admx.
I « .
|
d. b. n. c. t. a.;
Estate George W.
! Rhodes, late of Washington, Har- Thomaston Legion
. old W. Flanders of Waldoboro.

be

j

4^

APS

1 George Fahey at

Otto Preminger’s

Camden Theatre

!

MONEY IN 1 DAY
Choose your own wiy to re
pay . . Take up to 24 months.

"Lift inturanct it no add •'oral cos’ tbrnajh
lonn HancoW Mutual Lila Ir.uiranca Cwanf

PUBLIC LOAN
359 Main Street

[This Is Not a Legal Advertisement]

At Watts Hall

SANFORD A. KALER. JR.
Sanford Augustus Kaler, Jr., of
Owls Head died in Rockland, Feb.
25. at the age of 53.
He was born in Rockland, April
14. 1902. son of Sanford A. Kaler
and Georgia Perry Kaler.
He
I was washman at People’s Laundry for 35 years. He was a mem
ber of the Owls Head Baptist
CAMDEN
Church.
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
He is survived by his wife,
Correspondent
Helen Maddocks Kaler of Owls
Telephone 2197
Approximately 100 attended the
Head; one brother, Ernest Kaler.
To Make Welch
banquet held to honor the basketRockland and six sisters, Mrs.
of Washington, Clyde Sukcforth
ball boys’ and girls’ teams,
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Smith of
Jennie Martin, Des Moines, Iowa;
of Waldoboro.
Admr,;
Estate Life Member
coaches and cheer leaders held Tewksbury. Mass., were weekend
Mrs. Lucinda Clark. Portland;
Menora
Ulmer,
late
of
Cushing,
Friday at the Masonic Temple.
guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Mary Jewett. Naples; Mrs.
Thursday, the Williams-Brazier
Virgil
Young
of
Thomaston,
The Auxiliary of Williams-Bra- Mrs. Murray Smith.
Laura Beers of California; Mrs.
Post. American Legion of Thomas
Admr.; Estate Ernie S. Piper, late
zier Post, American Legion, will
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Baker and
Myrtle Lyons, Boston; Mrs. Edna
ton will honor Albert M. Welch
of North Haven. Robert I. Burch
meet Friday evening at 7.30 at the two children of Falmouth were
Blake. Rockland; and several
with a life membership.
Midshipman Lloyd W. Fernald, Jr., right, of Rockland is conducted
of Spruce Head, Adnm. d. b. n.
Legion Rooms. Refreshments will weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Welch, who is known to his
on a tour of the U. S. Military Academy by Cadet William L. Golden nieces and nephews.
c. t. a.
be served by Mrs. Emma Kalloch Edwin Prince and Mr. and Mrs. of National City, Calif., during a recent visit of juniors from the Naval
Funeral services will be held
friends as "Ab,” enlisted in the
and Mrs. Marguerite Emerson,
Academy. The visit was one of four sponsored annually by the acade Wednesday at 2 p. m. in the Owls
Petition for License to Sell Real Army in Boston, April 16, 1917,
Warren Prince.
mies to promote friendship among future officers of the Armed Forces Head Baptist Church with Rev. | Estate granted: Estate Sherman shortly thereafter he found him
The Band Parents will meet
The Camden Community Hospi
and
improve
interservice
relations.
Fernald
’
s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thursday evening at the high tal Club will meet at Green Gables
Chester M. Staples officiating. In- H White, filed by Ada A. Walp, ; sejf in pranc<? wj.th the 15thField
Lloyd W. Fernald, live on Lake avenue in Rockland.
school at 730.
terment will be inEvergreen I ^mx, Artillery.He waswounded
in the
Inn Thursday, March 1. Mrs. Ma
Pvt. John G. Merriam, son of 1955 and is a member of Lambda
The St. James Women’s Club
rion Green will be the hostess.
Cemetery, Owls Head.
Accounts allowed: Benjamin L. j battle of Chateau Thierry on July
will meet Wednesday evening at
Chi Alpha fraternity.
The Baptist Layman's Fellow Gordon P. Merriam. Damari
------------------------Segal, late ofRockland, first and | 4, 1918.
* * *
8.15 at the Church Hall,
ship meeting will be held Feb. scotta, is scheduled to leave the
final account filed by Sidney I
After his separation from thc
Army Pfc. Gerald F. Brewster, LEWIS S. HALL
Thp Garden Club will meet
Lewis S. Hall, 73, died at Thom- j Segal, Exr.;
Harriet L. Young.
29 at 7.30 p. m. in the vestry. W. U. S. for Germany next month as 24. son of Mrs. Kenneth A. Mills,
army.
Welch became a charter
Thursday afternoon at 3 o’clock
Peirce Harley, Y secretary will part of Operation Gyroscope, the North Haven, recently took part aston. Sunday, after a long ill , late of Camden, first account filed member of the Sherman Brothers
at the home of Mrs. William Allen.
the guest speaker. Refresh Army’s unit rotation plan. Mer-1 jn a field training exercise held ness. He was born at Thomaston, by Z. M. Dwinal. Exr.;
Minot Post of Calais. Later he trans
The tree committee will bring rements will be served after the riam is a member of the Third . by the Fourth Infantry in Ger- March 27, 1882, the son of George Messer, late of Union, first and ferred to the Winslow-Holbrookports and records of bird songs
final account filed by Elizabeth Merritt Post in Rockland, then to
meeting.
Armored
Division’s
advance, many. Brewster, a communica- and Julia Rice Hall.
will be enjoyed.
Surviving are one sister. Miss Stewart and Myrtle M. Watts. the Williams-Brazier Post, where
There will be no meeting of the party. which will prepare the way I tions chief in Company H of the diWilliams-Brazier Post, AmeriBertha C. Hall of Thomaston and Admrs.;
Carroll Macy, late of he has 'been a member for many
can Legion will meet Thursday Good Cheer Class of the Congre- for the Third to replace the .
22d Regiment, arrived
' Owls Head, first and second ac- years.
evening at 7.30 at the Legion *ati°"al Charrh °" Wednesday, Fourth Infantry Division in Eu- overseas on this tour of duty in several nieces and neiphews.
Funeral services will held Tues- ' count filed by Hayward H. Coburn,
During his 37 years of Legion
Rooms, at which time a life mem- Ecl’ 29 Ttle nPxt meeting will be rope. Merriam, a radio relay at-1 January of last year. He wears
day (today) at 2.30 p. m. from the , Admr., c.t. a.; Mary Margarane service he has been an active
on
March
7.
tendant in the division’s 143d Ar- i the Combat Infantryman Badge.
bership will be given to Albert
At the Republican Caucus held mored Signal Company, entered i the Army of Occupation Medal for Davis Funeral Home in Thomas- Glynn, late of Rockport. Second member and at one time or anWelch,
at
theH MCA Saturday evening
the Army in August. 1955 and com- duty both in Japan and Germany, ton with Rev. E. O. Kenyon of Trust account filed by The Inter- othpr hax hpld every Post offlcp.
(.Brla.(|
Bjrthdav
the St. Peter s Episcopal Church, “«°"al Trust Company and Alan I At present, he is first vice comMrJ Arthur Hen.y Pnteilained Rev M. H Dorr Jr. served as p|CtPd basic training at Fort Knox the Korean Presidential Unit CitaRockland, officiating.
Interment C. Habberley, Trustees; Ruth A
mander and chairman of thc
,aat WPPk >t „ party hono,.lng the chairman of the caucus and Ky. He was graduated from Ham- j tion Badge and the UN and Kowill be in the Village Cemetery EUmore, late of Cajmden, First
George
Boynton
as
secretary.
membership committee.
Wrthday of hpr dauphter,
ilton College. Clinton. N. Y., in I rean Service Medals.
in Thomaston.
account filed
by Chester R.
The program for the evening
Ca,.|a RefrPHhmpnts were served, Alex Gilmore was nominated to
I
Knowles
and
Alexander
R.
Gill

will start with a regular usi
inc,udjng. ,w„ bPaufifully decorat- fill the unexpired two-year term
gusta brought a message on the MRS. ALMA FARNSWORTH
mor, Trustees; Edna A. Leonard, ngs meeting which will include
p(j cakPB madp by
Hpnt.y of the late Clarence Mitchell, and Camden Host To
missionary progress of the “Short
Mrs. Alma Farnsworth, 91, died I late of Camden, first and final ac
Car|a receivpd many nice gifts. Robert Crabtree was nominated
year.” The convention year has Friday night at the home of hnr count filed by* Clyde L. Leonard, the presentation of the life mem
Lincoln Baptists
Invited guests were: Mrs. Rich for the three year term of select
been changed to coincide with the daughter. Mrs. Marguerite Bar Exr.; George W. Prescott, late bership card to Welch by Com
mander Oliver Hahn. After the
Lincoln Baptist to the number of calendar year rather than end in
ard Hall and son, Scott. Mrs. Wal- men; Allton Green. Town Treasrett in Hope. Mrs. Farmsworth of Camden, first and final account
fHd Saagtamoinpn and daughter,! urer; John Mathews. Tax Collec- 122 gathered at the Chestnut Street | May as formerly
meeting, a buffet lunch will be
was born at Rockland. April 20,
Karyl M,.s
Robert Watts and tor, Evelyn
Tewksbury, own Baptist Church in Camden Feb. 22
served
and movies will be shown.
Rev. A. M. Craig, district secre 1864. the daughter of Capt. Ezra Ernest and Fannie Sargent Rice.
daughtpr Kerry. Mrs willian, Clerk; Rev. M. H. Dorr, Jr., mod- for their mid-winter session. Rev.
tary’s sermon was on “The Min- W. and Mary A. Jackson Curtis. She attended Camden schools and
Young and daughter, Cynthia, 1 era^or; and Charles MacMullen F. W. Barton of Islesboro opened
------ 0Xrthur
----- Anderson and daugh-; efor thc threp year ttprm on the \J the morning session with a ■ wor- istry
Reconciliation.
” He cited i
Mrs Farnsworth
Mrs
many ofcharacters
..................
Farnsworth was aa com- graduated from Gorham Normal
the three
in both the Old j municant of St. Thomas Episco School. She also attended the
school
board.
|
shin
Deriod
He
introduced
ter, Debra, Mrs. Neil Fariell and J scn°o1 Doaraship period He introduced the | and Npw Tpstaments who lived
daughter, Crystal, Mrs. Robert 1
The regular monthly business theme of the day, "The New Per- ' changed lives after meeting with pal Church in Camden and the University of Maine and the Uni- ■
oldest member of the St. Thomas versity of Wisconsin.
Feyler and daughter, Ellen; Mrs. meeting of the Chestnut Street son In Christ Jesus.”
God or their lives being touched Guild.
At the time of her death she was j
Charles Grover and daughter, Baptist Church wdll be held ThursWords
of welcome
were b5F Jesus when He was on earth.
Surviving, besides her daughter, teaching the second grade in a j
Charlene. Mrs. Philip 9paulding | d«.v March 1. preceded by thc brought by Rev. Melvin H. Dorr.
A missionary film “The Rivers are two grandchildren and five Saco school and residing in that
and sons. Gary and Glenn, all of Fellowship supper, which will be Jr., D.D., pastor of thc entertainStill Flow” was shown to conclude great grandchildren.
city. She had also taught in Pon- i
Thomaston, Mrs. Frank Barrett in charge of the men, to be served ing church with response by the the afternoon session.
Funeral services were held tiac. Mich., and Derry, N. H.
land daughter Edna of Warren, at 6.15.
vice moderator, Darrell Mooers of
The evening service opened with Monday at 3 p. m. from Srf.
She is survived by her parents I
Mrs. David Dori' and daughter Re- ' The Democratic Caucus will be Belfast who presided for the day.
devotions by Rev. Carl Small and | Thomas Episcopal Church with and brother, William S. Rice.
heeca of Friendship, Mrs. Gerald he'd Tuesday evening, Feb. 28
The nominating committee ap- a group of young people from the | Rpv Haig j Nargp.sian om,.iatjn)f
Funeral services were held
Smith and son David of Cushing at the Selectmen’s Office
pointed by him included Rev. Rockport Baptist Church.
The | Interment was in Mountain View
Monday in Portland and interment
Special guests were Carla's two j 7.30 p. m
James Sawyer of Morrill, Rev. leader of the youth group was Miss
Cemetery, Camden.
will be in Camden in the spring. '■
great grandmothers, Mrs. Alonzo
<ub Scout Pack No. 200
'Chester Staples of Rockland and Shirlene Heath who introduced
Spaulding of Thomaston and Mrs.
The Cub Scout Pack, No. 2W Charles White of Morrill,
other members who gave testi4 IRGINIA rice JEWELL
Herbert Smith of Cushing and two
held their monthly meeting Friday ! After the reading of the minutes
Mrs. Virginia Rice Jewell, 53 j
[ great great aunts, Mrs. W. B. Hall
evening at the Congregational of the last meeting there was a
ROCKLAND
formerly of Camden, died at a
and Mrs. Harry Florsblom of
Parish House. The flag salute i vocal solo by Mrs. Dorothy HerPortland
hospital.
Feb.
25.
Cushing.
MAINE
was given hy John McAuliffe. I som. Greetings from Rev. Geo.
She was born in Prospect Har- '
Jr. and thc prayer hy Dennis Me- I Merriam and the North Haven
(TEL
892)
hor. April 14. 1902. daughter of I
MEDOMAK
Laine. A special candlelight cere- 1 church were brought by Pastor
NOW THRU WEDNESDAY
Mrs. Sarah Prior and two chil mony was held during which Dorr.
...equipped for HI-FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC SOUND
monies, read thc Scripture or ofd,r<*n visited la.st week with her Webelos badges and graduation
Rev. Chester Staples, pastor of
2.00-6.30-8.30
fered prayer. A selection by the
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and certificates were presented to Littlefield Memorial Church in
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
Camden choir followed.
MATINEE AT 2 - - EVENING 6.30 and 8.15
j th*
Lewiston.
Wayne Hansen. Andrew Blake and i Rockland brought thc morning
FRfkNK
ElSANOR I KlM
The concluding message of the
Sinatra parser | Novak
Mr and Mrs. Clifford Shuman Charles
Mitchell.
Jr.,
which message. He spoke of how fears
ONE TOUCH OF THE NEEDLE-A LIFETIME OF TORTURE!
day was brought by Rev. H C.
: visited Sunday with Mrs. Sher- makes them eligible to join the affect lives.
Schjeveland of Damariscotta.
irs NEW!IT'S POWERFUL! IT PULLS NO PUNCHES'
! man's sister. Mrs. Lana Killeran Boy Scouts.
The
attendance
At the afternoon devotions Mrs.
Ladies of the Camden church
, at Cushing.
award was won by Den 3. Badges Norma Dorman had charge. She I
served two meals. Attendance for
Mrs. Florence Osier
and her were awarded as follows: Wolf, spoke of how beauty of character |
the day was less than in previous
daughter-in-law.
Mrs.
Marion jay Foster; Bear. Stephen Thom- ' is reflected in the lives of people I
years.
Osier were at Rockland Friday, as and David Adams; Lions, and the influence on other lives.
i Charles Kimball. Jr. is in Bos Charles Mitchell Jr., and Andrew
The Missionary Period was pre- *
ton. where h<* has employment.
Blake; Silver
Arrows.
Eddie sided over by Mrs. Vivian Lord, i
Philip Stahl of Lewiston spent Burns and Stephen Boutelle; Gold president of the Women’s Associa- i
Weekdays: One Show 7.15 p. m.
the weekend with his grandpar Arrow. Jay Foster. Carter Mann tion. She introduced as speaker, i
LAST TIME TONIGHT!
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Ira Dell Geelc. and David Adams; Denner Strips. Mrs. Katherine Marstaller of Ban- !
Lucille Ball - Desi Arnaz
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Hilton were Bill Anderson. John McAuliffe, gor, wife of a former pastor of the |
Rockland visitors one day last ' Eddie Burns; assistant Denner Littlefield Memorial Church. Con- |
A United Artists Release
i week.
Strips. Stephen Thomas, Raymond eluding her talk on a divided world
Linwood Castner and Clarence Moody and Andrew Blake; Service with those who have and those '
STARTS SATURDAY
Prior were at Union last Monday. Stars, Wayne Hansen. Andrew who have not she said, “The only |
Mrs. Linwood Castner visited Blake and Charles Mitchell, Jr.; way to bring this divided world to- ;
"HELEN OF TROY"
one day last week with her mother Den Chief’s Cord. Ted Sullivan. get her is by way of the Cross.” i
in Waldoboro.
The monthly theme was a “Cir Mrs. Avis Norwood of Warren sub
Co-Starring James Mason
Arlene Prior and Amy Willey cus.” Refreshments were served stituted as soloist for two other ,
Warren
women
who
were
listed
I
. were at Waldoboro Monday.
by the Den Chiefs
Wednesday and Thursday
for a duet.
Giant Spider . . . Deadly
Rev. Thomas Brindley of Au- 1
Slow Down and Live!
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.
Accident of Science!
. . . And Every Second It
Grows Bigger and Bigger!
Terror-Filled Adventure!
PUBLIC PARTY

LOANS
or other plant

PROBATE COURT NEWS

K

MODERN • COMFORTABLE

CHILDREN UNDER 14

★★ ★★

"Hometown
Jubilee" March 7-8

CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND
Phone; 1720

Public Party

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Every

TARANTULA!

SPECIAL GAMES

Every Tuesday Night

Wednesday Night

WIlJJAMS-BRAZIEB POST

7.30 P. M.

no. n

Knox County
Fish and Game Asan.

Thomaston Nat’l Bank Building

4-t-tf

' A UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

1-T-tf

Shock After Shock In
A New Kind of Science Fiction!
■TIONAk

»*f»TT

COUNC

SEE IT ON THE SCREEN AS IT ACTUALLY HAPPENS IN PEAL UF[!

Thursday Only, March 1

Fri.-Sat., March 2-3

Matinee at 1.30
1 Night Show Starting at 7.15

WALT DISNEY'S

"TO CATCH A THIEF"
"COME BACK, LITTLE
SHEBA"

"MUSIC LANO"
and

LORD OF THE JUNGLE"
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdoy
use to jettison yore spleen over a
few raindrops before old man win
ter hardly gits his overhauls on.
''•I
Jest bare in mind, even tho you
think mother nature ain’t hep to
p
:;s
\
(Tth
the comin weather, winter’s goin
'^7<
to stick around until March 21
i »#- “
and a grist of snow and cold can
happen afore then even in Pucker
WsftKCUNIJ
brush whare there’s more liars
then there is people.’’
Lobe took a chair beside the
airtight and I could see the evenin
’//A
was headed for a argument.
W'.iU
“So you believe,” sez he. “That
COURT,Y,
a hornet’s nest built up high
means a lot of snow? Why does it?
There ain’t ben nobuddy home in
that nest since last October.’’
“And a catterpiller.” he contin
"R.Waldo Tyler
ued. “sum’s got fur and sum
ever heern tell that a partridge’s ain’t— why sum catterpiller’s is
KOOB ETON WRITES AGAIN
galoshes has got anything to do bald as a egg and don’t even have
Puckerbrush Flat, Jan. 15.
with snowstorms or an ant’s domi I respectable w’hiskers on their
Dear Tyke:— .
Never thot I’d haf to defend cile has got anything to do with I chest and there’s always plenty of
Just lookit out butterflys cum summer.”
yore ritin way up here in pucker cold weather.
doors
—
stiddy
rain
for ten days in
brush. but tother nite Lobe Mose
I was jest waitin for my cue
ley cums bustin in wetter’n a January rite after he sed nature | and here it was.
hornpout’s clavicle and wavin a signs meant a cold and snowy I “Mister Mosely” sez I. scorin a
I perfect bullseye on the cuspidor
copy of The Courier-Gazette in my winter.

“Hold it Lobe’’ sez I shiftin my between us—“I ain’t never told
fase he sez: “That pencil pushin
frend of yourn down in Weskeag quid over to my starboard mo I this before, but you is this mo
has sure clobbered nature below lars—“Tyke’s a frend of mine and ment settin in the presence of
the belt fer fair this time.” “Who even if he warn’t it ain’t no Maine’s
most
accomplished

weather profit. In fact I am now
writin a speech on the subject
which I w’ill present before the
Puckerbrush Garden Club cum
spring, titled ‘Kool Koob’s Kerrect
Kalkerlations Of Nature’s Numer
ous Notions’.”
W’ell Tyke. I warnt aimin to
steal none of your thunder, but
this statement sure cot Lobe out
on a lim and I thot for a minnit
he’d swallered his chewin ter
bakker.
“You a weather profit?” he fin
ally gasped.
“Yep” sez I, “and what’s more
them farmers what rites up the
Farmer's Almanac has relied on
my predictions for years.”
“So-o,” sez Lobe. “Then you
and this feller Tyke is in cahoots
on these parcels of cooked up
weather signs that gits in the pa
pers. If you’re so blastid smart
tell me what kind of summer is
nature predictin rite now.”
Lobe kinder jumped me on this
one, but I had my neck out this
far so I riffled the pages in mv
note book for a bluff—made out
I was readin hard, and sez—“You
can expect the cummin summer
to be hotter than an inflamed
B.T.U. and drier than a fergut

rOyw JVTwi

about shredded wheat biskit.”
in the alders 20 feet from the I
“No initials there Eton,” he water—what does it mean? It
shouts, “You know wou’re lyin— means heavy rains before freeze
jest what is a B.T.U.” He was up will rize the bog rite to his
gittin sharper by the minnit and doorsteps.”
my mental engine was clickin
“You walk thru the woods at
like a hopped-up cricket.
deer huntin time,” I continues,
“Simple” sez I. “B.T.U. is the “and woodpeckers has ripped the
initials signifyin a bee tangled up stumps of dead trees to ribbons
inside your underwear—if there’s lookin for grubs close to the
anything hotter I don’t want to ground. This means before win- '
know it.”
ter is over snow will cover them
“Granted.” sez he, “and now stumps and grubs all under.”
Lobe was a blinkin and a
just what signs of nature givs you
this idea about a hot an’ dry sum listenin good.
mer?”
“Then again in the big woods
I mite have known I’d get corn you notice seed cones hangin on
ered sooner or later. Now here the conifers after cold weather
was I rite between the footlites sets in. That means no snow till
and intermission tryin to hold up the ground is froze deep—no
my reppertation with nothin but cover for the seeds if they had
a strong imagination and a beat- fell and sprouted.”
I was paddling against the curup- note book; but in a tite place
I ain't no wilted geranium so I i rent and notmaking much headturned to annuther page—clean | way when all to once Lobe sez
missed the ten ring on the cuspi i “Never mind the winter, you and
dor. leaned back in the chair, and Tyke’s got that all cut and dried
slid into the uncertain future with between yourselves, tell me the
all the confidence of a skunk at signs of this hot summer we’re
gonna have.”
a lawn party.
This was it! I didn’t know the
“Lobe.” sez I. “it’s all in the
bag. but you got to lern how to most obvious sign of hot weather
reed the signs of nature. In the when I’d seen it, but I bluffed
fall a mushrat builds his house along.

If you need dependable current
income-invest in
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“The summer of '56 will be the
dryest on record.” I began. “Cows How Much Do
will give powdered milk. Frogs
We Need?
will grunt insted of peep and
clams will whissle insted of squirt.
The Maine Petroleum Industries
Cats can’t spit until they’re Committee offers the information
primed and chewin terbakker will on gasoline taxes published below
come pre-liquefied in keg-lined and taken from the current is
cans for cuspidor marksmen like sue of the Committee’s Maine
you and me.”
P. I. C. News.
“O yeah?” sez Lobe, goin over
What is the gasoiine tax rate in
to the pump for a glass of water. Maine?
“And how about the heat?”
Seven cents per gallon—up three
“That’s what I hates’'"to tell cents since. 1947.
you.” sez I.
How much money does it pro
“Well let’s have it.” sez he,
duce?
“I’m a bear for punishment.
This year it is estimated tbe
Ok then.” sez I. “nature will seven cents tax will produce over
turn on the heat in June and cum $20,000,000 to the state.
the 4th of July a pair of B.V.D.’s
Is this money used for a speci- z
will feel like a winter cote. For fle purpose?
a hearty breakfast a slab of ham
By constitutional amendment
and four eggs will cook on the this revenue is dedicated to high
doorstep in six minnits.”
way purposes.
“The only kool place will be
What is the federal gasoline tax?
down cellar or in the refrigera
Two cents per gallon.
tor. Ice cold drinks, includin
How much money does it pro
beer, will come in tablet form duce?
packed in dry ice. three ‘Hi Ma
It is estimated that this year
bel’ tablets for a skinfull; and it will bring in more than $1 bil
anybody without a sun tan will lion.
be called a sissy.”
Is thns money used for a specific
I was gittin deeper into this by purpose?
j the minnit and Lobe was a lookin
No; it goes in-to the federal
more skeptical at every word— treasury to be sipent for the gen
nothin could save me now but a eral purposes of our government.
mirrikle.
Are there other federal taxes
He got rp and startid pacin the on automotive use or ownership?
floor and rubbin his big hands be
Yes; there are federal taxes on
hind him. I expected to feel them automobiles, trucks, busses, tires,
round my wind pipe any minnit tubes, accessories ,and lubricating
now.
oil.
“The signs Eton,” he growled.
What is the total take from
“What signs of nature gives you I these taxes?
these ideas?”
About $1.5 billion a year.
I’ve fell down mountain sides,
With motorists paying $2.5 bil
faced angry wilecats. ben pinned lion in federal automotive taxes,
down by fall Hi trees, cot in bear how much is Congress spending
traps, pinched for poachin and for roads?
The amount apportioned for this
tripped over amblin skunks but
this predickamcnt topped ’em all. year is $875 million.
If all of the $2.5 billion were
All to once, just as I was goin
to confess bein a liar and take made available for highway work
thc conseqwensies who shood . could it be taken uip immediately?
blow in but Maudie, my better
It seems very doubtful because
haff.
of extreme shortages in two im“At ease men,” she shouts, P°rtant fields men and materials
“and what’s cookin in the EtonWhere is the manpower shortMoscley skillet tonite pray tell?” a&c’
And with that she strips a mangy
Present time there is one
looking coonskin out of a gunny of thc most serious shortages of
sack under her arm and slaps it engineers in our history. The supply of engineers necessary to plan,
on her hed.
If it hadn’t ben for her ears it design and supervise the construc
wood have made her a dilly of a tion of a vastly accelerated high
way program is just not available.
wimple.
“Gentelmen” she grins "You is A glance at the “Help Wanted”
! now lookin at a jennuwine mem section of any metropol tan news
ber of Puckerbrush’ Ladies Le paper is proof enough.
What about materials?
gion for thc revival of the RaiSteel and cement are in critical
i ments of Davy Crockett. This
here chapeau is out trade mark.” short supply. Recent headlines in
i And she spun round on her coes Maine papers declared a serious
steel shortage with deliveri-es
| with pride.
I ’ “Jest a minnit Maudie” sez more than a year away. This past
necessary for turnLobe sternly, “me and Koob is sum,'npr “
settlin a argument.” And he laid pike contractors to import cement.
I from Canada because domestic ce
a heavy hand on my shoulder.
ment was not available.
As he did this a sheep tick the
Our conclusion—Any increase in
size of a quarter hopped offen
the federal gasoline tax would be
that coon skin and went down
unfair, unjust, and unnecessary
the neck of Lobe’s open shirt.
i because:
Well Tyke, by the time that tick
1. A tax increase for the gen
had ben cot and tromped to deth.
eral purposes of the federal gov
and w’d got the furniture and
ernment would hardly be justified
stove back into place. And Lobe
in view of a balanced federal bud
quieted down. I was as serene as
get and the possibility tax redue
\ a hop-toad under a rhubarb leaf.
tion in other fields.
I grabbed up the note book and
2. A tax increase for highway
turned to a blank page and startid purpos„ certalnly ,.aIulot hp jusU.
readin-“it sez here Lobe, when a flrd unt|| a|I of tbp ,, 5 b,„10n n(jw
sheep-tick. flea, cootie or other bcing pald
fpdpra|
varmint which infests wild or do ment in highway usp taxps has
mestic animals normally, leaves bppn aHocated for that puppoap
his selected host in mid-winter to
3 The lnvasion of (bp fpdpra,
seek hostage of a critter not so govemment into thp
heavily
furred
and thinner linp taxation not on,y dupIicatp.
, skinned it's a definate indication cxi9ting Mate laxea but pffectua„
that the following seezon of warm reduces thc abjUty Qf tf)p
weather will he much hotter and | ,.ajse thpir oWp highway monjpa
drier
than
usual.”
And
I they bcing dependent upon thc
slammed the note book shut un gasoline tax for thc bulk of their
der his noze.
highway revenue.
That dun it Tyke and I was
4 A one cent increase in the
saved again.
federal tax would bring the total
Lobe grunted his approval haff
gasoline tax of Maine motorists to
heartedly and took a wary look 10 cents per gallon, certainly close
at the coonskin cap again.
,pvp| Q, conflgcat,on
Finally he sez to Maudie “Who
5. Finally, it docs not appear
else is in this Davy Crockett thing that thp cnvlaionpd program ca„
sides you?
bp un<jerUken immediately any"You auter know Lobe.”sez May and tQ rajsp
t<}
Maudie. ' All us girls is in it. money which cannot be readilv
Yore wife's been made sekertary. sppnt wouW lpad {o an inflati(Jn
Ain't Millie told you’ Only be- ary
„f posbi rpsu
sides a coonskin cap she wears a
a
for suppHera an(,
leather blouse and pants with contractors but a pretty shoddy
fringe on em to thc meetins.”
dpa, for t.hp avepagc u
Well air, Lobe looked emptier highway user,
than a upside down washboiler
____________
and then and there he startid ...u-- u.kn
j
..
when she slipped on the ice. Monscratchin.
day evening.
Reaehin for his hat and Mill
Mrs Mary Singer is a patient at
seratehin round his belt he startid
Knox County General Hospital.
for the door. “Next time you rite
Ronald, young son of Dr. and
to Tvke’’ sez he. “ask him if it’s
ffi gonna he reel cool al the North
E'''°Od Br°"n rece,ved »
J Pole this summer, for that's h™1""
*" ’ f’U “ hi’
X
,
recently.
3? where I'm a headin.” And off he
..
X wp[)(
a recent meeting of Naomi
J
Yores Truly.
Ch’P'Cr ° E S the Past «*">..

X
'

an“ PaSt Patrons "^re honored by
thp worthy matron. Eleanor Tyler
for their assistance to her during
her year as worthy matron. Past
Tenants Harbor
Matrons were presented corsages
MRS HENRY ALLEN
;
and past patrons, boutonnieres.
Correspondent
Refreshments were served with
Telephone 69
Eleanor Tyler. Mary Wiley and
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Merritt phyUis Ealta on the committer.
Minzy are Frank Doran of Lubec ter Susan, have been guests of Mr.
Mrs. Elaine Stewart and daugtiand Mrs. Leo Morrison and three
and Mrs. Henry Allen, for the past
children of Portland.
Mrs. Nancy Bryant is a patient , tew days. They were joined Satat Knox Hospital.
urday by Mr. Stewart, returning
Mrs. Ilda Myrick ia recovering to their home at Cornish, oa Suafrom a fractured leg, received day.
Koob Eton
_____________

Pagt fight

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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ROCKLAND COUPLE ENGAGED

MISS KATHERINE LEONA ROBINSON Waldoboro Lions'
Annual Party
AND CARL D. SCHWAB ARE
Most Successful
UNITED IN MARRIAGE

Methebesec Club

Enjoyed Preview

Social Matters
The Browne Club will meet for
Mrs. Edward Gonia has been
spending several days in Boston White Cross work at the church
where she visited the Spring Ex vestry on Friday even ng, with
hibit of Wallipaper at Hotel Stat Mrs. Mildred Crie as hostess.
ler, and the New England Houseware Show at the Parker House.

List Dependents'

The February (meeting of the
Rockland Garden Club will be can
celled. The speaker scheduled for
the meeting
will be unable
to attend.
The
March 27th
meeting will be held with Mrs..
Robert Hudson., Masonic street,
when R. Waldo Tyler will be the
speaker.

Opportunity Class met at the
Baptist Church Tuesday, Feb. 23.
for supper and work on cancer
dressings There were 18 present.
The class will meet Thursday eve
ning of this week with Mrs. Bernfree Leach at her 'home on Ma9onic street.

Relationship
On Tax Forms

I
i

!
1

Mrs. Ralph M. Choate has re- ’
turned to her Spruce street home
following several weeks spent in
Portland with her brother. Charles
Higgins
The Odds and Ends of the Con
gregational Church
will meet
Thursday at 7.30 at the church.
Members will work on apron*: tor
the Friendly Mission box. and are
reminded to bring articles for the
sewing kits. The committee con
sists of Mrs. Winona Gay, chair
man. Mrs. Inez Harden and Mrs.
Earlene Harden.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Clark
and daughter, of 11 Knox street,
have just returned from a four
day trip to Quincy, Mass., where
they visited relatives and attend
ed the Ice Follies in Boston.

Mrs. Lloj’d N. Lawrence is re
cuperating nicely from her recen*
accident and character stically, is
enjoying life and seeing that those
around her do likewise. Her ad
dress is: 1910 Houston Court, Sara
sota. Florida.
Half the success of any story
depends on its being told at the
right time.

CHILDREN'S
SPECIAL

The aged taxpayer who told an
agent “I only wants to list enough
dependents to get me a refund”
is a lovable character but not a
favored one among collection and
audit personnel of the Internal
Revenue Service.
As the particular agent told this
taxpayer. “Please list all your de
pendents.” This advice is intended
for all taxpayers.
In making your 1955 tax return
—a duty which Revenue hopes you
will shortly fulfill—be sure to list
all your dependents, properly
identified as to name and relation
ship. Your pet parakeet may have
a name but has no relat onship,
nor has any other member of the
bird or animal kingdom, a sore
point at times to taxpayers who
spend considerable sums on non
human pals and playmates.
The dependency factor has been
liberalized in late years, and a
close reading of the instructions
may be a big help to heads of
famil.es or households in figuring
that highly important section of
their returns.
Thi9 year's instructions, accord
ing to District Director Whitney L.
Wheeler of the Augusta office of
the Internal Revenue Service, are
clearer and more explicit than in
previous years. They list the exact
categories in w’hich dependencies
may be claimed and explain the
dependency status of children who
have earned salaries in their own
right.
Also clarified are situations in
volving the support of a recognized
dependent by a group of relatives.
The dependency factors which will
relate to periods of less than a
year in cases of death, divorce,
birth or other circumstances also
are outlined. Mr. Wheeler warned
that only those persons whose de
pendency status can be proved
should be listed in preparing re
turns.

LAWRY AND MARTIN’S PT.
Mrs. William Loud. Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Carter of New Har
bor, daughter and, granddaughter
Carter Murphy and Miss Rose
of Portland, called on Mrs. Jane
Carter one day recently.

5x7 Portrait
$1.95
8 x 10, $2.50
FI LL SET OF PROOFS
SHOWN

Albert and Maynard Condon of
Thomaston were callers Saturday
of Mr. and Mrs. Wardell McFarland and Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
Oliver and Ira Oliver.
Mrs. Lloyd Rusgrove and children of Windsor called on her
grandmother and sister. Miss
Rosa Carter one day recently.
Mrs. Sally Borbett and Mrs.
Hartwell Davis were in West Wal! doboro Friday on business.

LARGE SELECTION of FRAMES
All Sizes
No Appointment Necesary

UZZELL STUDIO
572 MAIN ST.
TEL 1456-R
ROCKLAND
21&23A25

TAN CALF

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter
called on Mr and Mrs. Ralph

$9.95 pr.

Morse in Waldoboro one day re
cently.

Kenneth Winchenapow was in
Portland Saturday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Simmons
. r
of Camden, Mrs. Jane Carter
Murphy and Miss Rosa Carter
were in Bath Saturday.
Mrs.
Roscoe
Simmons and
daughter Mrs. Alden Lawry were
guesst of Mrs. Alta Coates in
Thomaston one day recently.
Mrs. Bird Jameson of East
Friendship called on Mrs. Elden
Cook and Mrs. Clayton Oliver
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Miller of
Watertown, Mass., were weekend
guests of his father, Bedfield Mil
ler.
Chaster Brow and two children
, Pamela and Richard returned

Of Spring
F

Over 40 Methebesec Club mem
bers and their guests took part in
a preview of spring when the
*
guest speaker, Walter Morse,
spoke to the ladies on flower ar
rangements at the Friday after
noon meeting in the Farnsworth
Museum.
Mr. Morse began his interesting
demonstration by showing the
uses of bows, lace lawn, gold cord,
*
wire and i»ipc stems in fashioning
beautiful corsages. As he made
corsages w’ith roses, gardenias, ca
mellias and orchids he explained
how to best handle the flowers
while making the corsages, how
to wear them properly and how to
best keep them after wearing
them. While arranging several
floral pieces Mr. Morse stressed
the importance of greens such as
huckleberry and lemon leaf as
background and as a means of
bringing the flow’er arrangement
in conjunction with thc size of the
container.
Mr. Morse was very liberal with
his time and knowledge by an
swering many questions on flower
arranging and at the end of his
demonstration generously donated
the corsages and flower arrange
ments to the club to be sent to
members and friends of the club
who were ill at the time of the
.Miss Dorothy Curti
meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin L. Curtis, ployed in the office of Dr. John
The club voted a donation to the
New County road. Rockland, an W. Brookings of Bangor.
Maine Heart Fund and it was an
Mr. Dowling attended Gates nounced that the next meeting of
nounce the engagement of their
daughter. Dorothy, to James A. Business College and was gradu the club will be March 9.
Dowling, son of Benedict Dowling ated from the Maine Instrument
of Holmes street, Rockland.
Flight School. He Ls employed as
Pioneer Girls
Miss Curtis attended Westbrook a pilot for Northeast Airlines.
Junior College and was graduated
An early spring wedding is Award Badges
from Husson College. She is em- I planned
The Pilgrftm Pioneer Girls of the
First Baptist Church held their
home Saturday from West Rox
first encampment on Friday evebury where they visited with his
| ning at the church with approxi
wife and Master Bennett Brow. Book Review
mately 60 in attendance includ i
Master Bennett is a convalescent
ing Gals, Pals, Mothers, Sponsors,
from a recent operation.
TIIE UNITED NATIONS
I and Guides. Guide Bessie JackThe idea of world federation has son opened the meeting w’ith
an especial appeal for Americans. prayer. The program of the eve
ning consisted of a piano solo by
WALDOBORO
The reason is obvious. Americans
Sharon Grant, recitation by Carole
MRS RENA CROWELL
live in a federal union which has Rackliffe, piano solo by Avis Hill,
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9281
kept peace among states for near vocal solo by Betty Clark, recita
ly a hundred years.
Naturally, tion by Margaret Dow, and a 1
therefore,
Americans
acclaim
the piano solo by Peggy Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. William Jellison
The presentation of the awards
of Bristol were guests Friday of idea of a union of nations. In thc
Mr. and Mrs. Willis H. Crowell. hoPe and faith that 11 ean- Ameri- was made by Guide Emma Hill.
Four girls received the rank of
Mr. and Mrs. Brainard Paul cans have supported the United
Voyager; they were: Avis Hill,
w’ere in Boston over the weekend. Nations more generously than
Peggy Stanley, Margaret Dow,
Miss Virginia Libby of Lisbon have the people of any other
and Betty Clark. Avis Hill and
spent Sunday with Mrs. Esther country in funds, buildings and
Margaret
Dow’
received
the
valuable
lands.
But
wdth
this
sup

Gross.
j rank of Settler.
The P.T.A. will meet Thursday port and surrender, the United Na
Badges aw’arded were as fol
tions and its allied agencies are
at 8 p. m. at the Miller School
wdnning dominion over the life low's: Kitchen badge, Margaret
where a musical program under
and earnings, the welfare and Dow. Linda Skinner, Peggy Stftnthe direction of Mrs. Iva Cooper
prosperity of every American.
I ley, Betty Clark. Avis Hill, Carole
and Ernest Lippman will be given
Dr. V. Orval Watts in “The Rackliffe, and Sharon Grant; SewThe hostesses will be Mrs. Laura
United Nations Planned Tyranny” craft, Margaret Dow’, Betty Clark,
Jameson, Mrs. Elsie Studley, Mrs.
(Devin-Adair Company, New’ York, and Avis Hill; Water, Joyce Wid
Frances
Lee.
Mrs.
Frances
$3) explains why he believes the decomb; Handcraft, Norma Ham
Genthner, Mrs. Lana
Delano.
United Nations to be clearly an ilton; Song, Margaret Dow’; SightMrs. Edna Jameson,
attempt to establish world govern
A Republican caucus will be
ment. a government that is above
held tonight at 8 o’clock at the
the law* and constitution of thc
municipal building to elect memUnited States. To make a long
bers and officers of the town cornstory short, the true essence of
mitten, delegates and alternates to
the UN is to level things off. As
the State and District Convention
the anti-American attempt weanes,
to be held in Portland April 12-13. unseen, its entangling web of
agreements, the UN is softening
Everything in this life has its
up the whole non-Communist world
draw’backs — even success has
with ceaseless propaganda wh ch
*"«• tied t0
is its most pervasive activity. This
propaganda is in the press, the
Some politicians find it a lot
libraries, the school;
it smiles
easier to put u.p a bluff than to
from the newspapers, it lures
deliver the stuff.
from the radio;
it steals into
minds unaware.
The organized
I
If the,, world, owed 's a living
“Vlng ! lecture bureaus, providing thous
we wouldn t always be delivered
j ands of speakers who praise the
into it COD.
i United Nations, talk to audiences
I large and small.
I Thinking readers will no longer
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For spring in a
Lovely Fur Cape,
over that suit or dress.;
See Our New
CAPES, STOLES
and SCARVES
For Spring.

Lucien K. Green & Son

V

W.C.T.U. Guests of

Ai

Mrs. Wm. Brawn

Mr. and Mrs. Carl I). Schwab
Miss Katherine Leona Robinson
ol Thomaston and Carl D. Schwab

of Port Clyde were united in mar

riage Fell. 23 at G30 p. m. al the
of Gerald U. Margeson,

home

Rankin street, who performed the
single ring ceremony.
The bride wore a gold silk street
length dress with brown acces
sories and corsage of red carna
tions.
Miss Margaret Feyler of Thom
aston served as maid of honor.
She wore winter pink and a cor
sage of white carnations.
Stanley S. Stone of Port Clyde
served as best man.
A reception with about 30 in at
tendance was held at 8 o’clock at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Levi
seeing. Avis Hill. Guide Bessie
Corey then introduced the Gals
and Pals.
Guide
Blanche
Widdecomb
closed the program for the eve
ning with prayer and this was
followed by refreshments being
served by the sponsoring commit
tee.

The WCTU met Friday after
noon at the home of Mrs. William
Brawn. Worship service was con
ducted by Mrs. Ethel Coffin on the
theme, "Road Markers”, and in
cluded the reciting of the ‘'Psalm
of Life” hy Henry W. Longfellow.
At the business session, a re
WK'i
port was given on the petition now
being circulated, for the Langer
pnoto
; Bill S-923 and Siler Bill HR-4627 to
(Miss Katherine I.. Robinson)
prohibit the advertls.ng of alco
Hupper in Tenants Harbor. The
holic beverages in interstate com
home was attractively decorated
merce radio and TV. Some 253
with red and white carnations and
names had "been signed.
ferns.
Mrs. Robert Uzzell of
It was voted to offer the Silver
Roekland was in charge of the
. Medal for a speech contest ln the
guest t>ook and gifts.
I seventh and eighth grades, to be
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
held sometime in March.
and Mrs. Ernest Robinson, 2 Flu- j
The meeting March 9 will be an
ker street, Thomaston. She at- 1
all day work meeting svith basket
tended Thomaston schools and is
lunch at the home of Mrs. Marion
employed at Knox Hotel.
Lindsey, work to be done on hos
The bridegroom is the son of
pital supplies.
Mrs. Bessie Schwab of 137 Waver- j
March 23 was designated as the
ly Place, New York City. He
date for the annual meeting with
graduated from Forrest Hills High
the local Mission Circles to be
School, L. I., N. Y.. and attended
held at the Littlefield Baptist
University of Maine He is em
Church.
ployed by Levi Hupper of Tenants
Harbor.
Mr and Mrs. Schwab will make here with her parents, the Ken
neth Giffords.
their home at Port Clvde.
Mrs. John W. Anderson has been
ill.
LOUDVILLE
Mrs. Dora P. Dolloff is at her
School closed here on Feb. 24 home in Damariscotta.
for a week’s vacation.
Miss Patricia Gifford has been
A man’s strength should never
spending her week’s vacation be judged by the number of prom
from Morse High School at Bath, ises he breaks.

TRADE NOW

No man is considered a genius
unless he can do what others think
is impossible.
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the best thing that's
happened to sweaters

T

MIXMASTER and BLENDER
TEAK IN TOW Ml M(Xn TMAT

FILMS DEVELOPED
Enlarged
ex Jumbo Prints
In Albums
12 exp. 60c • 16 exp. 80c
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1.75

8

Please Remit with Coin

Other Styles At Same Price

MEN S SHOES

V

CLOSING STORE

ask the questions: Is the UN effecSELLING ALL MATERIALS AT , tive? Is the UN made so that it
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES j can promote peace? They w 11
j learn the startling answers after
Inelnding Tables, Seales
I reading Clarence Manion’s fore
and Other Items
OPEN MONDAY
word, “The United Nations Is A
THRU THURSDAY
Road To Universal Deposition”.
A dynamic and forceful thinker,
Purple Door
Dr. Watts, economic consultant,
Remnant Shoppe ' says there is a safeguard to the
42/1 M A1V C'n
DO/ IZT
470
MAIN ST.
ROt KI.AND 1 planned tyranny. It is simply this:
ll-T&Th-tf Every thinking American must re, sume the struggle for freedom.
Dr. Watts would rather be right
than rich, famous or president.

Waldoboro Lions Club annual
Washington's Birthday party, Feb.
21. was an outstanding success.
The attendance at this year’s
party and all exceeded the expec
tations of the most optimistic
members of the committee.
The check room was managed
by the Scouts under the supervi
sion of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Plummer.
Spot prizes were awarded during
the dancing to: Mr. and Mrs. Er
vin A. Pinkham. Ted Weaves and
Miss Joan Zaccadilli and to Wal
ter Haves and Mrs. Nellie Jackson.
Tte grand prize, a Sylvania
television set. was awarded to
George B. Briggs, Shore Road,
Cape Elizabeth.
The committee members were:
Roland A. Genthner, chairman,
Ralph Glidden. Paul Dimock, Ken
neth Weston, Douglas Parent, and
Maynard Genthner.

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
P. O. Boz 346, Dept. A.
BAR HARBOR, MAINE

TYCORA* yam in CARLISLE sweaters

The greatest, the latest word in sweaters—our col

lection of Carlisle Sweaters of the news-making
yarn, TYCORA. These are the sweaters that feel

like precious imports but behave in washing and
wearing like good American wonders.

• Never get funny fuzziness.
• Never stretch or grow anywhere.

119-tf

• Never lose their beautiful new-born colors.

Take advantage of this Money Saving

trade-in. Only the Famous Sunbeam
Mixmcster gives you all the advan
tages — Exclusive Bowl Fit Beaters
and Bowl Speed Control that gives you
higher, lighter, finer cakes ond pre
pares oil foods easier and better. And
now,-with the marvelous new Sunbeam
Blender tho Sunbeam Mixmaster’s use
fulness is even further enlarged. And
remember, the Sunbeam Mixmaster is

the only food mixer that offers a
blender attachment. Save as much os
$40 on this money saving offer over
the cost of average blenders. The
Sunbeam Blender is also available
your present Sunbeam Mixmaster.
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Why it's even been said their loveliness improves

with washing. Sizes 34 to 40. Look much mora
expensive than this surprising price:

Slipover $5.98

Cardigan $7.98

SeKte’i-C’tflite'6
STORE HOURS: 9 to 5. FRIDAYS ‘TIL 9.
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AINE

